LOVERS OF GOLF
GETTING BUSY

tne country
said, ‘ ‘W hy
f.nd better
state so far
Am ong

and one New
Yorker
we were surprised
to
roads than in our own
from the city.”

the new comers to

this

Ex-Governor Hughes of New York hotel who are greatly pleased to lo
Included In Rangeley’s
Summer Guests

cate here are Mrs. J. T. Duryea and
daughters, Miss Dorothy and
Miss
Helen R. Duryea of New York.
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Briggs
of
M ashington, D. C., who are passing
the summer as usual at Camp Frye,
and their guests, Mr. and Mrs. John
E. Babbitt of Bellows Falls,
Vt/,
took the trip over the lake and diiD
ed here yesterday.

(Special Correspondeiice .)
,'jtengeiey Lake House, Rangeley,
Me., June 30. —June days are over,
id! the country, fie>Id and forest
is
now in all it 9 wild beauty a charmlag pietuse avnd Neiw Eng land,
Edward Benniche and son, Edward
land of the forest and roc■k,
J” ., o f -New York made a short stay
Of dark blue lake aiid rfilgliity river
this week on their return from Kennebago.
Of mountains rear’d aloft tc> mock
The storms career
the lightning
Mr. and Mrs. Cabot J. Morse and
shock,
son, Cabot J. Jr., of Boston are aXT own green land forever,”
moug the new com ers who have tak
is Whittier expressed it, ia
the] en rooms for July and express them
lud now being talked o f more than selves as greatly pleased with this
my other for vacation days.
In their first visit to the Rangeleys.
erery city from the Atlantic to the
W m. W. Lee and sister, Mrs. C.
Pacific people are, as never before, P. Stevens have returned home after
trying to find out more about Maine a delightful visit and hope to return
From July until September the hotels later in the season.
md camps will no doubt entertain
W m . P. M. Braun of Germantown,
hundreds who com e for their
first Penn., was a week-end guest.
visit. The roads are in excellent \ From Bangor to Rangeley used to
condition for those who m otor across 1be thought almost as much
of a

HOTEL BLANCHARD

One o f the Finest Appointed Resort Hotels in the State o f M a in e

Center o f the best Trout and Salmon Fishing
GOLF:TENNIS, MUSIC, BOATING, BATHING, A U T O IN G
Write for Booklet that will tell You all about it.

RANGELEY LAKES HOTEL CO., Rangeley, M aine

PLEASANT ISLAND CAMPS

On Cupsuptifc Lake. Fishing unexcelled. Best of hunting. Special rates
In the center of the I-ish and Lame for June, October and November.
Sectioi. Mrite for booklet.
Write for booklet.
HOTEL BLANCH ARD ,
W ESTON U. TO O TH A K E R, Prop.,
ITRATTON’ M AINE.
E. H . G R O S E . Prx>p.
Pleasant Island,
Maine
STRATTON MAINE

jouniey a? from Portland to New
York, but in Jhese days with good
[roads across the country it is only a
pleasant trip by auto, as D. E. Mc
Gregor and family who
registered
here en route for tlig White Moun
tains and others, have found it.
One of the best all around fishing and hunting camps in the Rangeleys.
Lieut, and Mrs. Chas. B. Ainorv,
Like. P>adaad Stream fishing, all near the camps. The five mile river affords
Jr.,
U. S. A. were among the week
thebest of fly-fishing. Camps with or without bath room.
end guests.
For particulars write for free circular to
Mrs. J. H. Prince, who has been
Capt. F. F. COBURN,
passing a few day* at her home in
L A K E W O O D C A M P S,
Middledam, Maine
Brookline, Mass., returned last even
ing.

The Place Where You Can Alw ays Find Unsurpassed Fishing.

TIM

POND CAM PS

Individual Camps, Rock Fire-places, Fly and Bait Fishing. Lake and
Stream Fishing for Trout. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write f o r ‘Booklet.

JULIAN K. VILES & SON, Tim, Franklin Co., Me.

Ed.

G ra n t’s K e n n e b a g o C a m p s /

Log camps with baths, open fires, etc. Best trout fly-fishing, both lake and
•tream, canoeing, mountain climbing, etc. Excellent cuisine. Post Office
wd Long Distance Telephone in Main Camp. For rates, descriptive circulars
Bidother information, write
,
ED. G R A N T (EL S O N C O . ,
P. O . A d d r e s s , G r a n t’ s M e.
Railroad and Telegraph office Kennebago, Me.

BAUD M O U N T A I N C A M P S B“,d m”,"""*"*" |
Bftld^Inuntain C am ps are sit* a t«d at the fo o t o f Bald M ountain on M ooselookm ^ funticLake. N earthe best S sh in * grou n d s. F irst class steam boat con n ection s—A u to
road to camps—T eW p bon e c o n n e ctio n s— T w o m ails daily W rit# tor free circular.
AMOS E L LIS. P rop ’ r..
Bald Mountain
Maine

»
S

T andy river & rangeley lakes
i :
railroad
Robbins’ Circus, Farm ington, June 30
Celebration at Phillips, July 3rd
Celebration at R um ford, July 5th
FOR ROBBINS’ CIRCUS AT FARM INGTON JUNE 30th, in 'addition to
regular trains, a special train will leave Rangeley at 7:00 A. M.; Phillips, 8:30
A. M.; Strong 9:00 A. M .; arriving at Farmington at 10:00 A. M. Round trip
fare as follows: Rangeley, Dallas, Dead River, Redington, Sigelow and Carrabasset, $1.25; Welch, Sanders, Reeds, Kingfield and Madrid, 81-00; Phillips and
Salem, 75c; Strong, 50c; South Strong, 40c; Fairbanks, 20c. Tickets good or
return July 1st.
FOR CELEBRATION AT PH ILLIPS, JU L Y 3rd, round trip fares i will L>e
as follows: Carrabasset and Bigelow, $1.25; Rangeley and a as, • »
ington and Redington, 75c; Sanders, 50c; Reeds, 35c; Strong, 30c; a ri ,
•
All tickets good for return July 5th.
CELEBRATION A T RUM FORD J U L Y 5th round trip fares will I »
follows: Rangeley, Bigelow, Carrabasset, $3:30; Kingfie ■ ’
’
.
Salem, $2.55, Strong, $2.30, Tickets on sale July 3rd and oth, good fo r return
July 6th, and in addition to regular trains a specml tram W'il leave Phillips
Monday at 6:00 A. M „ connecting at Farmington with Maine Central specs
direct for Rumford. Returning fro m Rumtord special train will arrive at

Farmington at 11:55 P. M., Phillips at 1:00 A . M.
F. N. BEAL, General Manager

Mrs. C. A. Wood expects in a few
days to be joined by her three sons
and the boys who are great favorites
will find many friends will be glad
of their return.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Pope of
New* York who have passed a number
of summers here were welcomed by
a host of friends on their arrival
Tnursday evening and in their pretty
and attractive rooms Mrs. Pope will
as usual serve afternoon tea and de
lightfully entertain as in other sum
mer days.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Hubbard
of Newton Center, Mass., were join
ed by Miss Francis Lee of Boston
on Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. C. Keep and
Mrs. Mark Williams of Portland,
who spent Sunday at this hotel found
a hearty welcome and that their old
friends had not forgotten ‘‘Col.
Keep.”
Monday they motored over
to Bethel Inn for lunch, which gives
the traveler a great variety of scen
ery as they cross the country.
Miss Gladys Gilman of Haverhill,
Mass., has been the guest of Miss
Rachel Marble this week.(
Geo. S. Hobbs, 2nd vice president
of Maine Central railroad, accompan
ied by Mrs. and Miss Hobbs and Mr.
and Mrs. Geo. A. Curran of Calais
were among these who enjoyed over
Sunday at the Rangeley Lake House.
Mr. R. Hubbs and daughter, Miss
Nellie A. Hubbs of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
are here for a stay of several weeks.
The ladies seem to have the ‘‘knit
ting fever,” and I wonder if they
know what a pretty picture the group
make's sitting in the office or on the
veranda with their bright colored
yarns knitting and chatting?
Afternoon and evening in the big
sun parlor the card tables are the
center of attraction for those who
enjoy a quiet game of bridge.
“ Fisherman Ledeliey” keeps after
the salmon and asked me, ‘‘Do you
know the names of the hooks you
use?
No!
Then you are like the
rest of them, you know nothing,”
aud he started for the boat wharf to
row around the island for a little
exercise.
The flag is flying from the Gilman
cottage announcing that Rangeley

will this, summer include among its
Among the oth ers on t h e green we
guests one of New York’s distinguish noticed Mrs. C. A . Wctcwi and Miss
ed citizens, ex-Gov. Hughes, who with Addie of Buffalo County- d u b ; Mrs.
his family are greatly delighted with
this part cf the world which they a^e Llcyd Williams and da.mugniters c f Arvisiting for the first time and the 'cola Club, New Y o r k ; M r. and Mrs.
people of Maine are glad they have Chas. R. Adams, 3 irs . W , R . Eisen
play at
chosen Rangeley to spend the sum hower and daughter, m h o
mer of 1915 and hope they will be White Marsh C cu n ty C lu b,, Philadel
annual comers in the future.
phia; Edward T . Crcxdkeir,
Fitch
of
Alpine
This picrning I called on Prcf. D. burg, Mass., a m e m b e r
E. Miner as lie was starting out Golf Club; Wm. H- C a s tle o f Marion
on his daily rounds on the golf link's, Cricket Club, P h ila d e lp h ia ; Mr. and
where lie is kept busy giving les Mrs. F. A. Em c, M iss P r a n c e s Emo,
sons, and he informed me that there Prof. F. Neher o f P r in c e to n , N. J.
are several very fine lady players Golf Club; Mrs: VST- M . Oaamingliam
already cn the links and that the and Miss Fonda Cnmningrh am o f Boca
Messrs.
ladies’ tournament this season would Grande Club, F l o r i d a ; a.is,c
be of more than usual interest. Over N. L. Tunis, Cb&s. E- P o p e , M. R.
40 caddy boys were waiting for the Nubbs of New Y o r k and. C abot J.
8 o ’clock call, when fcFe race to see Morse, Mrs. Chas. E v e r e t t Beane and
who would be the first to reach the Miss Beane o f B o sto n .
casino would announce that
the
The guests are g r e a t y pleased to
lovers cf the game would soon start find Prof. Miner fc-a-s, s in c e he came
cut.
the first of May, im p r o v e d the golf
Monday, ex-Gov. Hughes of New course so much a n d tlwsy are loud in
York, who is a member of the Chev- their praise o f t h e ir in^-trti c to r . Prof.
ey Chase Club, Washington, D. C., Miner and his so n eaau-e from Deo f this
and has become a member of the Land, Fla., to tak-e c h a r g e
Rangeley Golf Club, made his first course.
round over the course, and will be
Only PartiafS;/ I r fc m e d .
daily seen during the season on the
“ It is from h is to r y th a t we must
links.
learn to judge th e fu tu r e , remarked
The first person this year to start
the serious citizen
“ Y>es, replied the
out was C. E. Knowles of Stanton observer; “ but e v e r y d a y s news re
Hights Club, Pittsburg, Penn., who minds us that h is to r y i s n o t yet com
spends the summer at this hotel.
plete.”

Mountain View H o u se
M o u n t a i n V iew , M a i n e
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ing which we had planned to have. skeeters and ‘no-see-ums’ are out in
Billy surely will be obliged to go up force, of course, but the usual treat
to finish his work on the bath room, ment of dope in liberal doses did the
and your scribe ,1 opes to go too. On trick of sickening them and driving
The smudge, too,
this first trip up we got some ele them to cover.
gant trout, cne of 2)4 pounds at the is an all powerful ally in any case,
Portland Party See Big Game as dam on Millmagassett stream, and and when it can be made to do dou
again coming out.
ble duty—give light for night fishing,
Well as Catch Fish.
Lately the weather has been cold, as it often does, as well as smoke
but much rain has fallen making all for keeping insects away, then we
have a notable example of the pow
Oxbow, Me., June 18.—On Tuesday things fresh and thriving.
All in camp are well.
er of mind over brute force.
last, Walter D. Hinds drove his Stevens-Duryea racing car from Portland
Our new paster, Rev. N. B. Aorato Oxbow, a distance of over 300 To the Editor of Maine Woods:
man, is fast gaining the respect and
miles, arriving at 7 o ’clock p. m.
Oxbow, June 21.—Mercury 56 to esteem of all the people. Last Sun
H. A. Haskell of Portland came with 80 degrees and fine weather.
Potat day (and last Sunday week) large
him.
'
audiences were present. The music
oes and oats are on the jump.
Saturday, Messrs. H. C. Lord, Chas.
If this letter appears to you to be was fine.
Mrs. Judkins played the
S. Lord and George McCutcbin, all a filler, instead of a worthy story, organ and the pastor, with a strong
of Portland, arrived at the Bow by just shunt it into your capacious voice, led the singing.
Sunday
auto from Masardis.
Mr. Chas. wastebasket and no one will be soiv school, led by Mrs. Ida Smith, pre
Lord’s new cabin was occupied by ry, or wiser.
Things here remain i cedes each service. About 50 schol
him oa this visit.
It is a fine spec as they have been, and doubtless will ars are enrolled.
Mr. Tarbox, our
imen of log rolling and construction, stay as they are till after the ‘‘glor efficient schoolmaster, has a large
and is placed on a high elevation ious 4th” ; the day of all days which class of young men and boys.
near Mr. Hinds’ camp, on land
we, as a nation celebrate' with lib
Our daily mail brings us the daily
bought of Frank Cxirrier.
Sunday erty verging on license.
The day papers, so we are kept posted, as
morning the whole party of five and ip these parts, in former years, has
well as cithers are, as to all that is
three guides, set sail for the upper hardly been noticed.
We see no
waters of Umcolcus stream intending reason why some patriotic man or published about the great Europ Ian
It has been well said that
to be gone ten days if all goes well. woman can’t arrange for a basket war.
There have been no new arrivals picnic, and a brief service in our ‘‘this war is the most horrible and
most brutal of all the wars recorded
at Libby’s the past wreek. On Sunday little church on the hill.
in history.”
‘ ‘Never before
have
Isaac Libby came over from Grove
Our Portland party ,o,f five sports-1 so many men, women and children
Hill in his new car with his family,
men and three guides have just return-: experienced the brutality and hor
including Mrs. C. C. Libby.
Sunday
ed from Lake Millmagassett, where ! ror of war.”
‘‘It will be difficult
was such a fine June day that in the
they spent two or three days
as henceforth to pretend that war ig
afternoon all the autos in the Bow
guests of Capt. Billy Soule, keeper anything but the greatest of follies
and elsewhere were out filled with
nf the camps.
They found good and the greatest of crimes.”
We
families and friends of the owners.
fishing there, and ,at many points on hear much about ‘Peace Sundays,’
The Aroostook river is crowded
the way up and down stream, be and ‘Peace Conferences,’ but the
with railroad ties belonging to the
sides on several side trips of much time is at hand, wre think, when all
Phairs.
On a recent trip down from
interest.
Walter Hinds took a 3% { nations in all the earth should un
Millmagassett we were greatly hinder
pounder
at
the salmon pool on a j ite on a certain day in beseeching
ed by several jams and were com
They brought
out j the Supreme Arbiter of the Universe
pelled to carry around them. On the Montreal fly.
nearly
100
brook
trout
to
the
Bow.
to settle this strife forthwith, in His
way we saw a moose, seven deer, in
On a recent trip to the
upper i own omniscient way, using the pre
cluding a doe feeding a week-old
fa-wn, and several fish hawks, one of reaches of Umcolcus stream, about; sent leaders, as his unwilling agents.
seven miles from our home camp, a ‘‘He turnetb the minds and hearts cf
which, poised in air, dropped from
his aerial watch-tower, pounced upon large number cf halftpound and one men even as the rivers of water are
a fish, had a hard time lifting it pound trout were caught. The party turned.”
from the water, but finally succeeded estimated that they had seen, in two
‘‘Pie maketh wrars to cease in all
and sailed off to his lofty perch for days, nearly 100 deer; also one the earth.”
Why not this
one?
Billy has a log cabin on
an evening meal.
The fish itself moose.
“ God is our refuge and strength, a
may have been a perch; we couldn’t Umcolcus, not far from the fishing very present help in trouble.”
‘‘He
grounds, but this party d:d not use
tell.
rqleth in equity and in truth.”
it.
They
camped
on
t'
e
ground
Billy is making good progress on
A very interesting six-page letter
a new bath room for one of his far beyond the first dead water.
Our own observation leads us to from Rev. M. M. Smyser, recently
new cabins at Lake Millmagassett.
paster at Oxbow, now in
Yckote,
We spent a few days with him there reckon this region a first-class place
It is easy Akita-Ken., Japan, laboring as a
lately and had a confounded
good for both deer and fish.
time.
George Fleming of the Bow of access; a short walk of three teacher and preacher, has been re
In it he gives a rescript of
was his helper, and your scribe did miles from the home camps brings ceived.
the kitchen and chamber work. Early one to the river and the dead wat his personal diary, telling of his ef
Umcolcus at the Bow is now forts to learn the Japanese language,
each evening -we set out for a fishing ers.
trip to the ledges where we built a a thin ribbon of water and men are ^and of his and Mrs. Smyser’s lab
northern
roaring fire on the rock at the wat ! driving teams on its bed in. search ors among the people of
Many social events are nar
er’s edge and by the light of the fire of river gravel for repair ng roads. [ Japan.
we caught a miscellaneous lot of A belated trout is occasionally pull rated in a lively, interesting fashion
trout, perch, sunfish, smelt and eels, ed out of the stream, almost sure Numerous earthquakes and severe
two of the latter fish weighed 4 lbs. to be small but very toothsome nev- j snowstorms have caused them much
Railroad ties in vast |trouble, but the health and happiness
each.
Now the eel is a fine pan ertheless.
fish, much as it resembles a snake. numbers have all passed by and the : of bis family have been under ail
Its flesh is white and juicy and the ! Aroostock is now clear cf all obstruc difficulties.

THINGS MOVING
AT THE BOW

and | Ex-Secretary Bryan’s action
flavor above reproach.
Billy was 1tione making navigation ea.sy
re
called off from his work by the ar pleasant with plenty of water.
minds us of an Irishman and his hull
rival of Mr. Hinds and party of five,
‘‘Who that hath the plunder heeds The bull Jiroke out of pasture •onto
Yes, black flies
and ^the railread; a train hove in sight;
so we did not get the two days’ fish- 1the pain?”
the bull scented trouble and decided
to resist. The engine struck the bull
full force, despite the warning bell
and whistle and shunted him into the
ditch.
The owner was notified and
when lie saw the bull was dead he
said, “ I admire ycur pluck, but
d------ your judgment.”
Neverthe
less, we believe there is a large sec
tion of Americans who would I ke to
see Mr. Bryan’s ideas cf a peaceful
Settlement of all European disputes
fully tried out.

IT’S ALL FREE

If you are planning a
vacation now or next fall
you should write
wifm

^ if-uavJL.OK

_ JL*

ID?_-______ _

P h illip s , - M a in e

Cur two schools are likely to re
main in session until after the 4th
of July because of the less Of two
xVeeks in the spring, waiting for a
teacher.
This plan seems only fair,
though seme parents object on ac
count of the hot weather which is
now upen us.
Repairs on our one and only high
way are go’ng forward rapidly.
Yours cordially,
J. C. Hartsherne.

BIG TROUT AT
OTTER POND

waters.
September
affords fin6
trout fishing on these ponds and
last September many beautiful square
tails were taken cn the fly. It was
rare sport indeed.
Little fishing has been done here
The Trout Are There. Catch Them this season so far but the few times
Oscar Hall, Chas. W. and Wm, j
if You Can
Epting went they have always re
turned with a substantial mess. The
(Special to Maine Woods.)
irecord of Mr. Hall, for the three
Otter Pond Camps, June 21, 1915. times he has wet his line, and then
The big trout of Otter Pond await only a couple hours at a time, is
your call and be will give you a ; extremely creditable.
He caught
battle worthy of your skill, for when 16 trout, the largest was caught in
he strikes and you have set the hook Upper Otter and weighed six pounds.
firmly in this jaws a royal battle has The remainder were caught in Lower
begun for with bis strength he runs Otter, the largest weighed 2% and
the line off from your reel at will 2*4 pounds, the balance averaged l^
and tugs and pounds in frantic ef- J pounds.
The few times the Mes&re.
forts to escape; he has you nerved j Epting went out for a couple 0f
up and tests your ability in your j hours’ fishing resulted in 12 trout,
method to make the kill. Time and ! tlie largest weighing 2 lbs. 6 oz., 2
again you think you have him under lbs. 2 oz., 1 % lbs., 1 lb. 10 oz., the
control and well in hand to land your balance averaged one pound.
prize but you misjudge bis strength
Messrs. Ejpting saw a trout floatand size for the very moment you
toe on the surface, belly up.
They
think the contest ended he darts anetted him and thought him dead, a
way with speed and de terminal on
handsome trout that wculd weigh
blended, rushing hither and thither
fully four pounds.
They
noticed
in mad efforts to break loose. You
while the skin was not torn, that
give and take as your mind seems
there were red spots or markings abest, but keep a cool head and in
bout the size of a fingernail just the
time your skill will do the rest. Ang
color of the pigment which is so pro
lers often relate some great catches
nounced in the late fall.
These
they have made on certain waters
markings were identical on each
to a friend who will say, ‘‘Now if
side, not many, and it was thought
you will guarantee me that kind of
he had been caught by a fish hawk,
fishing I will pack up and go.”
who dropped his prey and the spots
“ Hold on,” the honest angler re
were produced by congestion made
plies, ‘ T guarantee nothing.
The
by pressure of the cushions back of
trout are there, catch them if you
the claws wdien the hawk grasped
can; it’s all up to you and the trout
the trout.
Nobody could offer any
for you know how capricious they
other explanation. When taken out
are.”
of the net he was apparently dead.
Otter Pond Camps are easily reach While looking him over his jaws and
ed, for to Lake Moxiie, Maine, you gills moved once or twice and he
go by rail, then by auto ten miles was given a chance to recover by
in the famous valley of tire Kenne being returned to the water immed
bec of Arnold fame, cross the river iately.
The six-pound trout caught
and then three miles by buckboard by Mr. Hall was a very hanuseme
trail, but the pace will he so slow fish, most beautifully .marked and
you can easily overtake it, if camera symmetrical. The measurements were
hunting you go.
—length 2114 inches, girth. 15 inches,
The camps are located at the bead tail six inches and reminded me of
of Otter Pond; at an elevation
cf the good old times and catches we
1200 feet to the right is Otter Pond used to have many years ago with
Mountain, and the camps are built our almighty good friend, “ Billy
at the head of the pond and com- [ Soule.”
Mr. Hall had a great fight
mand a view of it and cf South |with his trout as he forgot to take
Mountain beyend which makes a j his net with him and called George
pretty and picturesque background IMcKinney to help him.
The same
and lends enchantment to the scene, j thing happened last June when Wil
The shores are clfean and the woods liam Walton of Philadelphia, Penn.,
are green for fire has never marred was in the same predicament. He had
the surrounding country.
The air |made a few casts when he hooked a
is dry and pure.
A spring,
one 4% pound treut and as it was grow
hundred yards frem the camps,. runs i ing dark and he had no net, he yell
gushing out from between the rock s,! ed with all his might, ‘‘George,
pure as Poland ever was, with a George, come and help me.”
thermometer test cf 42 degrees, just
Mr. George McKinney has a good
the same as ice water at its best, set of camps, a fine truck garden and
and is never failing in its flow.
his wife, who is a good hostess, sets
Upper Otter, where the camps are a fine table.
located, is one mile long with the j Deer are seen daily on the shores
green weeds extending to the very |cf the pond and it is no uncommon
edge.
It is fed by springs from j thing to see half a dozen or so
the bottom, at the foot of the pond. feeding on the shores of the pond
A five minutets’ walk over a wide, during a few hours cf fishing.
shady and easy trail brings ycu to I“ For round about both far and near,
Lower Otter Pond nearly as large and
Are streams for trout and woods
as round as a cartwheel with a hub |
for deer.”
in the middle (known by seme a s ,
“ Old Sport.”
the sunken island) with
beautiful'
scenic mountain effects.
Both the
Oxen Cavalry Regiment.
upper and lower ponds contain plen- j
Madagascar has the uniqufe distino(y of trout though I believe the up- j tion of possessing the only oxen carper contains larger ones and m ore' airy regiment in the world. Th*
of them.
Lower Otter has yielded ; climate is so unhealthy for-horses
trout up to five pounds iin weight ! that soma substitute had to be found.
while the maximum for Upper Otter The oxen have been trained to manenis eight pounds to date.
But mind ver with surprising skill, but, of
course, arc not speedy.
you, gentle reader, no matter where
you go, you don’t get large
trout
W henever you w rite to one of our
every day or every week else ,]’11 time
they would be very rare indeed. This advertisers, don’t forge tto mention
It
is important to
is true everywhere as far as fishing Maine Woods.
ycu
to
do
so:
imprtant
to us and
is concerned. Owing to the fact that
these waters contain a lot of insect ; the advertiser naturally wants to
life, you can always see them b”eak-, kow where you ofur.d his name.
ing and feeding cn the floating flies
during the wrarm July
afternoons,
PALMER ENGINES AND
rather unusual elsewhere, but such
LAUNCHES.
has always been the case on these
Special 2 1-2 H. P. engine for canoes
and light boats, $48.00. Largest stock
in Maine. Catalogue free. PALMER
BROS., 39 Portland Pier. Poitland, Me.

A R E ' YOU GOING TO BOSTON ?
Young
wom en
g o ing
te
B oston to w o r k o r s tu d y ,
a n y la d y go in g to B oston fo r
p le a s u re o r on a sho p p in g
t r ip w it h o u t m a ls e s c o rt w ill
fin d th o

Franklin Square
House
a d e lig h tfu l place to sto p . A
H o m e - H o t e l In th e h e a r t , of
B oston e x c lu s iv e ly fo r w o 
m en .
630 room s, s a fe , c o m fo r ta b le c o n v e n ie n t o f access,
p ric e s re a s o n a b le .
F o r p a rt lc u la r s and p rices address

Miss Castine C. Swanson, Supt., 11 E. Newton St.. Boston, Mass.

TAXIDERMISTS
<L W. PlfKKI;,
TAXID ERM IST
Dealer in Sporting Goods. Fiphinr TarH*.
Indian JVoceasins, Baskets and Souvenirs.
RANGfcLF.Y.
.
M A IN *

“ Monmouth Moccasins”
They are made for
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
Known the world ov»r for excel
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.

M. L. (iETCHKI I, C0l,
Monmouth.

\

.

.
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When You W a n t a Thing Done
R IG H T, Do It Y O U R S E L F
. R®a! tobacco flavor depends upon the leaf being preperved in its natural state, possible only by pressing the
leaves into plug form and keeping it in by covering it
with a natural leaf wrapper. The natural flavor and
-itrength o f tobacco escape when cut or granulated.
Take a Plug of Sickle that is even thoroughly dried
•out so that when you whittle it off it crumbles into dust
but it will bu m and smoke smooth and "cool as it has all
<f its original tobacco flavor preserved, unevaporated in
Plug Form .
W hittling a pipeful is little trouble, amply repaid
in both quality and quantity. T ry this experiment and
judge for yourself.

P H IL L IP S ,

you use
it

10c

“ and they make pretty good
pillows, don’t they?”
“ Sure,” I assented ‘‘and we can
use them again for carrying bag
gage.”
The waterproof canvas bed
was the cover for our blankets when
strapped coito the automobile.
My
wife objected to the prolonged song
of the whip-o’-will but the sound of
the brook soon put her into dream
land.
The little daughter fell asleep
prophesying great fun on the mor
row, and finally, I fastened the latch
strings of our portable house, and
sought my section with relief. The
cold, still moonlight night seemed to
hover over our little home like a pro
tecting angel, and our; first night in
a tent was a vastly more delightful
experience than we had anticipated.
When we awoke at early dawn the
sun shdne in upon us, after we lift
ed the side curtain, and the brilliant
sparkling brook, in plain view, was
a picture never to be forgotten.

Salmon Fishermen Predominate
and Are Having Good Fishing
(Special

ARRIVALS AT
OUR FIRST NIGHT
IN A TENT
PICKFORD’S
Correspondence.)

Pickford’s Camps, Rangeley, Me.,
June 28.~-Recent arrivals at Pickford's Camps are:
Mr. and
Mrs.
Henry Lane Eno, Miss Alice and
Master Arno Eno, governess, two
maids and chauffeur of Princeton, N.
J.; Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Boutwell, 2nd.,
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Louis, Somer
ville, Mass.; Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Per
kins, Methuen, Mass.; J. Crawford,
Jr., Worcester, Mass.; Mr. and Mrs.
R. W. Moore, Brookline, Mass.; Mrs.
Frank L. Clapp,
Boston, Mass.;
Frank T. Partridge, D. F. Appel, J.
Howard Duer, Brookline, Mass.; W.
F. Libby, Portland. Maine.
Some of the recent fish caught:
John A. Lowell, 3-pcund salmon, 4y2
pound salmon, 3-pound salmon;
J.
Howard Duer, 6-pound salmon; Frank
T. Partridge, 6 % pound trout; Mrs.
M. B. Kaven, 3Vz pound salmon, 3%
pound salmon, 3-pound salmon; M. B.
Kaven, 3^4 pound salmon, 3% pound
salmon.
Every Issue of M ain e

1, 1915.

FAMOUS BASS
FISHING IN JULY
Slice it as

3 O unces

(Special

M A IN E , J U L Y

Woods C a r 

ries a Fresh W h i f f
of
the
Pine
Tree State w it h it. W h y Not Sub
scribe and Get a Steady Breeze All
the Year.

SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY
LAKES RAILROAD
T1HK TAHI.F
In Effect June 21, 1915
FARMINGTON —Passenger trains leave Farm
ington for Phillips and Ranjceley, at 12:02 P. M.
and 4:20 P. M. For Kingfield and B igelow at 4:20
P. M. Passenger trains arrive from Phillips and
Kingfield at 7:56 A . M., and from Rangeley and
Bigelow at 1-56 P. M.
Mixed train arrives at 9:35 A . M., and leaves at
11:00 A. M.
STRONG—Passenger trains leave fo r Farm ington at 7:25 A. M and 1:25 P. M-. for P hillips and
Hanpreley at 12:30 P. M. and 4:50 P. M., and fo r
Bigelow at 4:55 P. M. Passenger trains arrive
from Farmington at 12:30 P. M. and 4:50 P. M.
From Bigelow at 1:16 P. M. From Phillips at
725 A. M.. and from Rangeley at 1:25 P. M.
Mixed train arrives from Phillips at 8:45 A .M .,
trom King held at 7:15 A. M. and from Farmington
at 11:55 A. M
*
PHILLIPS—Passenger trains leave fo r Farm 
ington at 7:08 A. M. and 1:00 P. M. A rriv e from
Farmington at 12:52 P. M. and 5:10 P. M.
Mixed train arrives from Rangeley at 10:15 A . M.,
and leaves fo r Rangeley at 1:20 P. M. M ixed
train leaves fo r Farmington at 7:30 A . M., and
arrives from Farmington at 2:15 P. M.
R A N G E LE Y - Passenger train leaves fo rF a rm ngton at 11:30 A. M.. and arrives from Farm ington at 6:43 P. M.
Mixed train leaves fo r Phillips at 7:30 A . M.
and arrives at 3:45 P. M.
SALEM—Passenger train leaves at 12:50 P. M.
for Farmington and arrives at 5:23 P. M.
KINGFIELD—Passenger train leaves fo r B ige
low at 9:00 A . M. and 5:45 P. M.. fo r Farm ington
at 12:30 P. M.
Mixed train leaves fo r S tr in g at 6:00 A . M., and
arrives from S trong at 9:20 A. M.
BIGELOW—Passenger train leaves fo r Farm 
ington at 10:45 A . M .. and arrives from Farm ington at 6:35 P. M. P assenger train arrives from
Kingfield at 9:50 A . M ., and leaves fo r Kingfield
at 6:40 P. M.
SUNDAY T R A IN leaves Phillips fo r Farm ington at 9:00 A. M. and 3:35 P. M. For Rangeley at
11.28 A. M.. arrives from Farm ington at 11:25 A .
M. and from Rangeley at 3:35 P. M.
F- N. B E A L , General Manager

Vacation Stories, Number 3
(Special

Corrrspondence.)

Scranton, Pa., June 1915.—Camp
ing out was a new experience to my
wife and I, and our little daughter,
but the “ flavor” of the Maine woods
had drifted to us in our city home
and we determined to try our hand
at it.
I knew of a beautiful creek
where the trout leap joyously
and
"rise” to the hook when in a hungry
mood so we got the little family to
gether, hitched up old Dobbin—our
Ford touring car— and started on a
trip into the camping region.
Our
outfit was rather bulky but
what
kind of a stunt cannot a Ford get
around?
At any rate we
found
room in that car for everything we
could possibly want.
We had heard
stories of a Ford car turning three
somersaults, down a steep bank, be
ing set right again, and starting on
its way as if nothing had happened,
so we pinned our faith to our little
touring car and followed our compass
north into the Pine Tree State.
W e spent two or three hours upon
the camping ground after we arrived,
setting up the tent, arranging our
sleeping quarters, and preparing sup
per.
Then, we sat under our porch
tent roof, and listened to the sound
of the brook as it rippled and splash
ed over the rocks and pebbles on its
way to a large river. In the grow
ing twilight we saw a trout leap now
and then, in some still pool, and
my arm began to twitch for I loved
to hold the limber red, and cast the
tempting fly for brother trout to
swallow, hook and all.
‘‘ I believe that campfire is mak
ing me drowsy, ” murmured my wife.
‘ ‘And I am sure I am ready to turn
in,”
I replied, ‘ ‘for I’m tired, to
death.”
W e soon crawled
under
our woolen blankets, ana found a
comfortable sleeping place on our
patented canvas camp bed. This
waterproof bed was eighty-four inch
es in length and just the width of
the tent— seven and one-half
feet.
The canvas was thirty five cents a
yard, and was made of three strips
of the cloth, stitched together;
a
one and one-half inch hem cn the
selvedge edges, a foot hem on the
cut edges.
An awning maker stitch
ed the bed as directed, with double
lines of stitching of strong tan
shoe-thread, and put four grommets
into each side for ropes, for
the
price of sixty cents.
Through the
foot-hems we put large cut poles about eight inches thick; into these
polefe we fitted two smaller poles to
keep the canvas from collapsing; also
two similar poles "were fitted into
these large poles to divide the bed
into three sections, and came just
beneath the canvas.
‘ ‘I stuffed all these waterproof bags
with hemlock boughs,” said my wife,

to

Maine

Woods.)

Packard’s Camps, Sebec Lake, Me.
—Fishing continues very gcod
at
this resort, the bass are rising to the
fly in great shape, and good sport
is being had by the two lone bass
fishermen that are at the camps.
The salmon fishermen predominate
and are having good luck.
Mr. E.
W. Coburn of Roxbury, Mass., lias
caught 22 salmon the past
week,
the largest weighing four pounds.
Mr. W. M. Phillips of New York City
witli Walter Arnold, guide, caught
six salmcn In one day’s fishing, the
largest weighing five and one-fourtli
pounds.
Till is fish was a fighter an
it took 35 minutes to bring him to
the net.
Mr. M. B. Spensley of Baltimore,
Md., has caught 18 salmon the past
week.
Walter D. Greene of New
York City is making good catches,
and Mr. S. B. Fowler of
Boston
catches just what he wants served
ai his own table.
Mr. and Mrs. E.
E. Rideout of Boston, also have seme
good fish to their credit, and Mr.
Edward A. Selliez of Philadelphia, is
whipping the small ponds with his
flies and is having good luck catch
ing square tail trout.
Many fishermen are booked for the
first three weeks in July for the fam
ous salmon and bass fishing that is
always to be had at Sebec Lake in
July.
L U R E OF T H E O PEN.

You know the way it gets you ’til
You can not work or rest
Because the call of out-of-doors
Makes tumult in your breast.
It gets you at the#office and
It follows you right home,
This whisper of the springtime that
Invites you forth to roam.
Where little streams are laughing
down
Through wooded dells to make
The world more rich with music e ’er
They vanish in the lake.
And dancing waves are waiting to
Bear forth, your bark canoe
To where the noon-day campfire
smoke
Floats upward to the blue.
These are the things which haunt
your heart,
And hundreds more you know,
Make up the call that summons you
To just break loose and go.
—C. L. Gilman in Minneapolis Daily
News.
F R E D S. T O M L I N W I N S N E W J E R 
SEY S T A T E T I T L E .

By winning the Individual State
Championship Cup on June 5th, Fred
S. Torplin of Penn’s Grove, N. J.,
put the finishing touches on
his
phenomenal shooting records at the
three-day tournament of the New
Jersey State Sportsmen’s Association
over the traps of the Smith
Giun
Club of Newark.
The competition
was keen in the championship con
test throughout.
Tomlin, shooting
iNitro Club shells, scored 97 out of
a possible 100, while C. B.
Pratt
and F. Hineline, both using the same
brand of shells, took second and
third places, with scores of 96x100
and 95x100, respectively.

EVERYTHING LOVELY AUTOMOBILE
AT GREAT POND
DOUBLES UP
Former

Warden

Dies

Very

Rev. Howard Gilpatrick Has a
Narrow Escape from Death.

Suddenly.
Rev. Howard Gilpatrick, a Congre
gational
minister at Stratton figured
(Special to Maine Woods.)
Great Pond, June 22.—Isn’t it great in a serious automobile accident at
tc be the editor of anything as fine West New Portland last week when a
as the ‘‘Maine Woods” are now. The car which he was driving went over
dainty shades of green have given a bridge spanning Carrabasset stream.
place to the darker, heavier shades; Rev. Mr. Gilpatrick accompanied by
the blossoms have gone and
give his wife had just dossed the bridge
promise of abundant fruit when the and started up a rise of ground,
Mrs.
trees are garbed in their green and when the engine was stalled.
Gilpatrick
alighted
and
the
car
which
gold.
It is all so quiet and lovely
here it is hard to realize the suf her husband was attempting to man
fering and desolation in foreign ipulate was backed between the rail
ings of the bridge and into the
lands.
Fortunately however,
it
Everything is going on the same. stream.
only
partially
went
into
the
water,
Automobiles are coming and going!
because of a gravel bed close under
with their jolly fishing parties.
Edgar Mclninch is entertaining a the bridge. It was a drop of about
party of friends at Camp Snuggery at1thirty feet and the machine striking
on the rear, jackknifed and turned
Brandy pond.'
T. H. Mclninch and wife are tak over on Mr. Gilpatrick. Willard Gagne
ing a walking trip of a week up river of Skowliegan and others happened
Mrs. Ella McPhee is keeping house to be in the vicinity when the ac
cident occurred consequently help
for them.
Mr. Guy Patterson is building an was near at hand and the man was
extension to his “ We-Suit-U Camps,” nastily removed from his precarious
Great pond.
Eugene Foster of Am condition in an apparently uncon
He was taken to
herst is carpenter Mrs.
Foster scious condition.
a
nearby
home
and
a physician who
chef.
Miss Inez Williams lias been in chanced to be in the neighborhood,
The machine
Brewer to attend the graduation of was soon on the spot.
was
removed
from
the
stream in
her cousin, Miss Arabel M. Rowe.
Advices from New Portland
Mr. Blanding, who is somewhat of pieces.
a naturalist, has released his salam- indicated that the unfortunate clergy
man had" sufficiently recovered to
ande.r and adopted a turtle.
Deer have been seen in the field go to his home.
quite near the house several times.
This community was shocked by
the sudden passing of Joi n Laughli,n.
As he he was coming down
Great Pond from one of his trips in
the woods, quite near •the shore he
William C. Hetzel of Worcester,
fell from the canoe lifeless; probably
ueart failure.
Mr. Laughlin
was thought to be connected with a
Massachusetts firm of contractors,
warden for some years.
was taken violently insane at the
Carrying Place above
Bingham,
GEORGE W . YO R K , F O R M E R M. C whither he had come supposedly on
T R E A S U R E R , DIES S U D D E N L Y .
a vacation outing.
Deputy Sheriff
Thomas Collins was notified and the
George W. York, who, retired from demented man was removed to Bing
The village lock-up in that
the position of treasurer of the Main ham.
Central only about a month ago, died’ place did not prove strong enough
suddenly last week at his -home in to hold him, however, and he suc
handcuffs
Portland Mr. York has not been in ceeded in breaking the
good health for a long time past and' which had been placed on his wrists.
this was the reason for his retirement Sheriff Thompson was notified and
from the position he has held for so on Saturday the man was brought to
many years. Nevertheless, it is not Skowhegan by Deputy Sheriff Collins
The officer’s
thought that he realized that his en and his assistants.
was so near.
He went to the Maine hands were red with blood, due to
who
General Hospital a short time ago fo his being bitten by Hetzel,
what he thought was a triffiing diffi after he was placed in the jail raved
culty and was supposed tc be well almost constantly day and night and
took practically no nourishment. On
over it.
Tuesday he was removed to the State
Mr. York was a native of Portland
Hospital for the Insane at Augusta,
and all his business life was passed
accompanied by Sheriff Thompson an
in the employment of the Maine Cen
Deputies Lashon and Foss. In pre
tral in the financial department. He
paration for the journey which was
was graduated from the Portland
made by auto, the maniac was cloth
high school 43 years ago and al
ed with difficulty and kicked Sheriff
most immediately became a clerk in
Thompson 'before lie was chained.
the old Maine Central offices
on
When being driven through the town
Commercial street.
He
gradually
he caused something of a sensation
rose through the different grades in
by his shouts.
the office until at the retirement of
But little is known of the unfor
J. A. Linscott from the position of
tunate man, except that he has a
treasurer seme 22 years ago, he was
brother supposed to be living in New
appointed to the vacancy.
York City.
Word was sent to this
He was a member of the old relative but he has not come east to,
Portland Cadets and of numerous make investigations.
It is under
clubs, including the
Cumberland stood that the firm by which
he
club, the Portland Yacht club and wag employed has written, however,
the Elks.
He was also a member to learn of his condition.
Hetzel
of the Masonic fraternity. Mr. York is prepossessing looking, of
fine
is survived by Mrs. York, who has physique and great strength. He was
lived in Denver, Col., for some years well dressed and appeared to be
owing to the condition of her health, even in his delirium well educated.
which made it impossible for her to He claimed that lie was to have
remain in this clmate in cold weath been married to-day, but
whether
er and by two brothers F. H. York this is fact or the fancy of a dis
and Frank W., who succeeded him ordered brain has not been deter
as treasurer of the Maine Central on mined.—Independent Reporter.
his recent retirement.
He was a
man of most lovable character and F IS H IN G FOR BASS. C A U G H T A
had a host of friends everywhere
SALM O N,
who will be greatly shocked to learn
of his sudden demise.
One of his longed hoped for ex
Vice President Hobbs in speaking periences was realized by Charles
cf him said he found Mr. York in K. Bispham, the Philadelphia million
the office when lie came to, the aire, camp owner and all round
Maine Central and that he had come sportsman of Sebago lake, Thursday
to admire him both as an official an afternoon of last week shortly before
as a man.
He was scrupulously ex dark.
He was trolling for bass and
salmon
act in his official duties, with his hooked and landed a big
work always strictly up to date and weighing 12y2 pounds.
absolutely accurate.
As a man he
found him possessed of most lovable
Whenever you write to one of our
qualities and he expressed bis deep advertisers, don’t forget to mention
It is Important to
regret first in his retirement from Maine Woods.
Che position he has held so long and you to do so; important to us and
then in his sudden demise so short the advertiser naturally wants to
know where you found his name.
ly afterward.

WORCESTER MAN
BECOMES INSANE

4

M A IN E

WOODS,

MAINE WOODS

was prompted by circumstances of a
personal nature which would logically
ISSUED WEEKLY
t.end to lead him to resign.
Col.
Dooley is an important figure in the
administration of the United States
Phillips, Maine
Cartridge Company of New York. H 6
has been prominent in the National
L. B. BRACKETT,
Guard of this State and the informa
Business Manager tion of the rumor of his resignation
will be
received
with
interest
OUTING EDITION
throughout
the
State.—Kennebec
paKea . •• ..................................... Si.00 per year
Journal.
LOCAL EDITION

1. W . Brackett Co.
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time came to the Rangeleys
were
here last week and expressed them
selves as greatly pleased with life
way up here in the north.
Horace C. Dunham, the artist, who
has been here for many years came
Saturday and as usual is greatly en
joying life at Upper Dam.
Messrs. W. Kilvert and T. W. Rob
erts are Bostonians who are here for
their first fishing trip and with Wal
lace Stevens intend to have a. good
fish story to tell later.
Last evening two deer swam over
to the little island and the guests
from the piazza watched them feed
and then they.Hook a rest lying down
as contented as lambs.

and are in fine condition.
By going to Woodstock the lower
road, out the White Settlement road
and up over the hill four miles
farther than the straight road, the
bad sections on the main road may
Route Drawn to Scale Will Appear he avoided.
On acccount of road
work between Caribou and Presque
on Back of Next
Bulletin.
*
Isle, detours are necessary.

ASSOCIATION
WILL HAVE A MAP

When the next bulletin of
the
W O M E N AS T RAPSH O O T ERS.
Bangor Automobile association
is
issued it will have a map showing
18 and IS pukos ................................. $ !.5C per year
Caa idian. 6A.5xi.san, Caoan and Panama sabthe detour route from Banger to Bar W h y They W ill Find the Sport a
ssripcioa aJ caata extra. b'wei^n subscription
Genuine Pleasure.
1
Harbor via Brewer, Eddington, Clif
r eents extra.
ton, Otis, Ellsworth and Ellsworth
There are many reasons why wom
Falls, which is to be used while re
Watered as second class matter. January 21.
19W. at the postoffice at Phillips. Maine, under
pairs are being made on the direct en should go in for both trap and
the V 't of March 3, 1879,>
After 31 years of
route.
The map has been made by field shooting.
a local engineer, and drawn to scale, nearly continuous shooting, says An
Tua Maine Woods thoroaarhly covers the entire D e er
Wander Around for the
nie Oakley, I can truthfully say j
and will be widely distributed.
state or Maine as to Hunting, Trapping. Camp■a and Outing news, and the Franklin county
Guests to Admire.
Dr. E. B. Sanger, the,president of know of no other recreation that will
ocally.
the association, states that the bul do so much toward keeping a wornMaine Woods solicits com nunicalions and fish
letins with the maps printed on an in good health and perfect fig.
and game photographs from -ts readers.
(Special Correspondence.)
When ordering the address o f your rarer
the
back are to be sent to
the ure than a few hours spent occas
Upper Dam, June 28.—“ The past 24
changed, please give the old aa wed as new
Maine
Automobile
association,
to
the ionally at trapshooting, and as I am
hours we have had some weather
ddre js .
quite sure thftt, providing a woman
various
state
associations
of
New
Cuts
in
the
Casings
Will
Be
down here, for yesterday afternoon
has
fairly good health and eyesight,
England and to the principal hotels
when the hail storm was over and
T H U R S D A Y , J U L Y 1, 1915.
Found to Have Tendency
she is never too old to learn.
to
Maine
may
procure
them.
They
the place white as in mid-winter, the
Either shooting clay targets or
to Expand.
and garages, where tourists coming
kids had a great time making a snow
game in the field, there is just en
(may
also
he
had
of
either
the
presi
man a foot and a half high on the
ough exercise to do good, not to say
dent or secretary.
piazza and this afternoon it is 80 on
FACT
NOT
REALIZED
BY
ALL
Members of. the local association anything about the fresh air you
the piazza’’ said one of the gentle
breathe.
Many women are afraid to
wh.o have been over the detour route
men as I came up the walk this
start shooting on account of the gun
say
that
a
few
minor
repairs
are
afternoon and I answered ‘‘I
sup Expert Advises All Automobile Own
kicking.
if tlie gun is heavy enbeing made and by the end of the
Prominent Amateur Golf Player pose ycu think that the weather has
ers to Heed the Warning and Save
ough, not overloaded and fits you
week
the
road
will
be
in
the
best
been as changeable as a woman.’’
Needless Expense and Possi
properly, you will find little if any
Will Pass the Season
of condition all of the way and by
But this is one of those ideal sum
bly Delay When on a
recoil.
I would, however, suggest
that time the Bangor Automobile as
mer days when everything is in all
Journey.
at Rangeley
using a rubber recoil pad, fitted to
sociation expects to have the new
the beauty of June and the fishermen
the end of the stock.
I heard a
out the
“ Many motorists do not realize the signs which are to point
are casting the fly over the .pool.
gentleman say a short time
since
Among the many noted
amateur
Importance
of
prompt
attention
to
turns
on
the
route
in
place.
These
The last week the fishing has been
that
he
was
going
to
buy
his
wife
golfers who will again visit Rangeand
unusually good and the record book small cuts or injuries in their tires,” signs will be plainly lettered
a 20-bore and start her at the traps.
ley this season will be Mr. Joseph
says
an
expert.
“
It
is
especially
im
will be a great aid to touring autowhich tells no stories, only fish
He wouldn’t think of using such a
portant, at this time of the year that ists.
Scott House, a prominent banker of
facts records 19 salmon taken on the
this warning be heeded.
-light gun himself and he couldn’t
New York City.
ily by expert
Says the Aroostook Times, Houl- have given her a h o r s e handicap te
“ A cut in the tread or cover of the
♦ fly casters, but has
Mr. House has spent several seanothing to tell of those they failed case has a tendency to expand when ton:'
With the possible exception begin with, for while a 20-bore is a
to hook.
that part of the tire is in contact with of Bridgewater which town has the pleasure to use on game in the field,
S. H. Palmer of Bethlehem, Penn., the road. This permits mud, grit, peb’ entire stretch on the main road new
a 12-gauge, full choke (not less than
! has the honors of the week for he bles and other foreign matter to lodge ly made, excepting through the vil
7% pounds), is what is needed for
in
the
opening.
When
the
injured
part
;
i has caught eight records weighing as
lage, the towns generally have the trapshooting.
i follows: 5 pounds, 5 ounces; 4 lbs., of the tire is relieved of the weight of j roads in good condition and cne dees
At first you should have some of
the car the foreign matter, which has ]
12 ounces; 3 pounds, 2 ounces;
3
accumulated, acts as a wedge and with jnot find the roads all newly worked your gentlemen friends, who know
pounds, 4 ounces; 3 lbs., 7 ounces; 3 each revolution cf the wheel this for o d , but only done* in certain
dis how it should Le done, give you
pounds, 14 ounces; 3 pounds,
13 eign matter is forced farther and far tricts.
some instructions.
If you do not
ounces, and 3 pends, 8 ounces.
ther between the cover and fabric, not
Some of the most beautiful scenery care to go to some gun club, have
Wm. Allen of Johnstown, Penn., was infrequently completely separating to be found anywhere in the state
him buy a. hand trap and throw the
greatly fascinated by the fly fishing them.
can be reached from Houlton, from targets easy until you learn to break
“If
this
separation
of
the
tread
and
in the pool and took four more sal
100 to 150-mile trips.
The entire some and gain confidence.
As to
mon before he went home, weighing fabric is neglected for any length of Littleton Ridge gives* a magnificent
dress, something loose so that your
time
it
is
often
necessary
to
apply
a
3 pounds; 3 pounds, 2 ounces; 3
new cover. If the fabric is in very view by going on the North read to every movement will be free; your
pounds, 13 ounces, and 3 pounds, 7 good condition this can generally be Littleton station and across.
The shoes should have a low, flat heel,
ounces and hereafter will be among done in a very satisfactory manner, trip to Orient and across to New
so as not to throw you forward. The
these who cast the fly over this but bow much expense and trouble can Brunswick through Forest City to
hat should be wide enough to shade
famous old pool.
be sawed by prompt attention when the Brcokton and return via Danfort.h
the eyes and fit snugly, but comfor
J. S. Cochrane of Boston has for cut is first made.
gives a panorama of forest, lakes, tably, on the head.
All your cloth
“ It sometimes happens that a tire
the first time been among the suc
hills and woods.
The trip to Fort ing while at the trap should feel
havij.g
a
good
cover
and
appearang
all
cessful fly fishermen in the pool and
Fairfield across the river to Andover part of yourself.
caught a handsome pair cf salmon righl from the outside fails to give and down to Woodstock on either
When you are going after a target,
long service and the car owner is as
one 3 pounds, 5 ounces, the other 5 tonished when he learns from a repair side of the river, that cannot be ex
concentration means everything. Afpounds, 9 ounces.
man that it is not practical to rebuild celled by the Hudson or any other ij ter the first' few weeks you
will
James C. Dougherty of Syracuse, the tire. This is often due to water section for good roads,
beautiful find yourself looking forward to your
N. Y., has been too busy taking trips working through neglected cuts in the farms that stretch for miles,
with afternoon at the gun club, where,
over the lake in his new motor ca cover and causing decay and disinte the St. John river in the foreground.
judging from my personal experience,
noe to cast the fly, but brought in gration of the fabric. The fabric con As there is not the heavy teaming
I can safely say you will
be a
stitutes
the
real
foundation
and
one the other evening that weighed
in that section that there is on this welcome guest.— Springfield Republi
strength
of
the
tire
and
therefore
it
3 pounds, 4 ounces.
is highly important that it be pro side, the roads are more easily kept can.
JOSEPH SCOTT HOUSE, PROMIN
Tom Miner of New York has not tected.
ENT AMATEUR GOLF PLAYER.
forgotten how to cast the fly and
“Examine your tires carefully at
land the salmon for a trio are this regular intervals and especially after
sens at Rangeley and is a most week tc his credit that weighed 8 long trips. Tacks, ftlaae or any other
enthusiastic golf player. This season pounds, 5 ounces; 4 pounds, 6 ounces matter which may have become im
bedded in the tread should be removed
he ls making arrangements to bring and 3 pounds, 7 ounces.
before any serious damage is done.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Tom
Miner
of
East
up a number of caddies from New
Wash
away all mud to permit a thor
York.
Many matches will undoubt Orange, N. J., and their sweet little ough examination of the tire.
daughters,
Augusta
and
Julieanne
are
edly be hotly contested by him. Cur
“ By the use of preparations intend
picture shews him. making a leng ! again most happily located in the ed for emergency repairs, small cuts,
drive from the sixth tee last sea same camp fer the summer. Mr. Min punctures or snags can be healed and
There’s little comfort and no benefit
er’s nephew, Edwin D. Miner, Jr., of thus prevent them growiftg and becom
son.
New York came with them for his ing serious. Large cuts or injuries
in drinking coffee you do not enjoy.
first visit to Upper Dam. Little Miss should be vulcanized at once by an
‘ ‘White House” is a brand of real coffee
Augusta only eight years old went experienced and competent repair
that is both enjoyable a»d beneficial. It
out trolling Saturday with her father 1man.”

FISHING HAS BEEN
UNUSUALLY GOOD

LONG DRIVE FROM
THE SIXTH TEE

RESIGNS FROM
NATIONAL GUARD

and George Thomas guide, and a
gamy "salmon struck.
The
little
lady held on, and away went her
Lieut. Col. John J. Dooley has ten line, for her father said “ now is the
dered his resignation from the of time Augusta to learn hdw to handle
fice of chief ordnance of the Nat your fish.”
Out of the water came
ional Guard of the State of Maine, the fish and each time the little ang
the resignation to take effect
in ler would shout, “ Oh I don’t want to
July.
The Journal published
an Icae my salmon, but he does pull
item Saturday morning reporting that hard,” and it was some time before
Adjutant General George McL. Pres- unaided the little Miss reeled her
sen had denied rumors that
Col. prize up to the net a 3 pound, 7
Dooley’s resignation was in hand. It ounce salmon.
develops that there was a misunder
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Henley of Bos
standing between the adjutant gen ton came frem heme in their auto
eral and his interviewer; the
one mobile to South Arm, where they left
was speaking of Col. Hume, who has their car and came here for a week’s
also been the subject of rumors re fishing trip with Wallace
Stevens
lating to a resignation, and
the g'uide, had the time of their lives,
other of Col. Dooley.
for they caught a good number of
Col. Hume Mill have served his fish and said, ‘‘we never knew how
six years when July 3 arrives and good fish were before and we had
it has been rumored that he would them three times a day End are erm
resign before that time.
Adjutant ine again to eat them every meal.”
General Presson intended to inform
John A. Hahn and B. F. Reap cf
the Journal that Col. Hume had not (Johnstown, Penn., with Frank Philresigned and would not until his full brick guide, spent part cf the week
service time had elapsed.
In the at Kennebago.
case cf Col. Dooley the situation is
W. J. Pierpont and son, W. J. Jr.,
entirely different and his resignation of Savannah, Ga., who fer the first

ALLOW FOR

THE

E X P A N S IO N

Radiators, for Excellent Reasons, Must I
Never Be Filled to T he ir
Full Capacity.

“In filling the cooling system, re
member that when cylinders become
heated the water expands, and that
sufficient room must be allowed to
take care of this expansion,” says
I.ouis Calderon
“ Do not fill the radiator to the fill
ing nozzle. If you do the expansion
will force the water out around the
filler cap and cause it to run over the
top of the radiator and bonnet, giving
them a dirty, rusty appearance. Fre
quently when this condition prevails
people are under the impression that
the water has boiled over from over
heating, when as a matter of fact it
is simply the result of not allowing
for the water’s expansion, which of
course always takes place when the
cylinders become heated.
"Put in only enough water to bring
the level to ’an inch or an inch and
a half above the top of the radiator
tubes; this will give ample roor-% for
expansion. Care in connection with
this detail will save you considerable
annoyance.”

is of the very highest and most perfect
quality; and has a flavour that delights
every user. YOU R E A LL Y NEED IT.

Here is a car of remarkable features.
Stylis h
speedy, handsomely finished, easy to operate, absolutely
reliable, and very economical in up-keep.
!
Not a single feature lacking that enters into the
l
make-up of a strictly high grade car. Best quality equip
j
ment throughout. Always pleased to demonstrate.
CHAS. W. SKILLINGS,

R. F. D. 4, Farmington, Me.

M A IN E

CLASSIFIED
lta> cant a word in advanca
No headline or
S u b jects in tw U. c, order

oflMrdiipLy

FOR SALE— Wood saw outfits:
3
M. P. complete $85: 4% H. P. $110:
i H. P. $125: 6 H. P. $150. Guaran
teed for five years.
28 Inch saw
$i.50.
Other sizes in
proportion.
Thirty day* free trial.
Thorndike
Machine Co.. Portland, Maine.
J
A competent housekeeper wishes
to do general housework in a smal:l
family.
Has a boy 13 years old
whom she wishes to take with her.
•snd answers to Mrs. George Allen,
Wilton, Maine.
Mail your Films for developing and
printing to Leon A. Luce, tlie pho
tographer, Farmington, Maine.
No
waiting and the finest results obtain
able.
Try us.
FOR SALE.—A Remington pump 3030 cal. high power, new, only fired
four times last fall and I got the
deer.
Cost me $20 .00, will sell for
$14.00.
C. F. Hussey, Portsmouth,
N. H.

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E , J U L Y

LONGER STAY IN
SEPTEMBER

W. T. IJpscn, who with him has
built the Bethel Inn, which is one of
the most attractive places in Maine,
with Dr. and Mrs. T. G. Gehring have
been here for June and ate so much
Many Good Catches Made the Past charmed with log cabin life they re
main this week ai d plan for a long
Week at This Popular Resort
er stay in September and they have
added to their' host of friends during
(Special Correspondence.)
this, their first visit to the RangeThe
Barker,
Moose’.ookmeguntic leys.
They came by auto and yes
Lake, June 28.—Last night there was terday drove over to the Dead River
one of the most wonderful and beau country and were surprised to find
tiful sunsets ever seen, and the city such good roads in this part of
guests who never have the chance Maine.
Enthused beyond words at
to see the unlimited sky, left their the magnificence' of the sunset after
camps and watched tlie grand picture the shower, the entire party
at
that no artist can copy and
the ‘•Barkers” assembled in the casino
scene will be kept in memory long and Dr. and Mrs. Gehring held a serg
after their summer vacation is for service which was a fitting ending
gotten.
of a happy Sabbath day.
Several of those who. came ’ for the
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. A. Gorham and
June days have regretfully said good daughter, Miss Helen and son, Mast
bye and started homeward, some to er Joe, Mrs. Ora Gilpatriek and son,
motor across the country to
Bel- i Victor A. Gilpatriek of Houlton and
grade, others to make the W h ite' Miss Clara A. Pearce of Portland
Mountain trip, while some will go were a jolly party who motored from

1, 1915.

Brooklyn, N. Y., has Bill Lufkin for
guide and his first salmon was one
of 314 pounds and a 4-pound trout.
Dr. John Dowling of Boston, Cliff
McKenney guide, a 3-pound salmon.
J. P. Manning, Boston, with Irving
Fancy guide, caught a 3-pound trout.
Chas. E. Pollock of New York has
1 is first record of this season, a 314
pound salmon, and his friend} L. L.
Dobiin thinks his 3y2 pound trout a
beauty to be proud of.
Bob Martin,
their guide says he ‘‘puts them over
the eight, pounders” every day, but
they refuse to be hooked.
There have been nearly 40 guests
here for the past week and from
new cn there will be daily arrivals
f'f those who come to make a long
stay until hotel and camps will be
crowded as “ The Barker” is one of
the popular Maine summer resorts.

5

there putting things in order for
the arrival of the family, who come
the first of the week.
It is haying time here at the
Springs and the perfume of newmown hay and sweet clover fills the
air.
The Misses Hughes of Brooklyn, N.
Y., who were here in 1912 and spent
last year in Europe, are coming this
week with a party of friends to re
main until autumn days.
The new
automobile road between there and
Mountain View shortens the distance
and makes one less hill to climb.
In another week tlie bungalows and
most of the camps will be occupied.

NEW YORK LADY
TIES OWN FLIES

Just Frightened.

“ Some men,” said Uncle Eben, Fly Fishing for Small Mouth Bass
“ prides deirselves on bein’ patient
Opened Well on Sebago Waters
an’ forbearin* when dey’s only jea’
scared to make a move,”
s p e c ia l

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE—Young,
sound, acclimated' horses. Roth heavy
and light.
’Phone 14-4. R. C. Ross.
FOR SALE— Light Concord
riding
wagon.
D. F. Field, Phillips, Me.

Got In Wrong In the* End.
They’re so particular about the Eng
lish that is used in one of New York’s
big high schools that it is considered
quite as much of a disgrace for a boy
to make use of a slang expression in
the classroom as it is for him to stick |
pins in his teacher’s chair—and get I
caught at it. Part of the plan to dis- [
courage boys in the use of slang is to 1
have them write essays on their daily [
conversation. One boy of fourteen [
turned in a really well-written essay
which was surprisingly free of gram
matical errors and totally devoid of
slang. At the end, however, he of
fered this: “The majority of people,
after all, who do use slang, are low
brow’s and roughnecks.”
Explanation of Boundary.
Why the northern boundary of Dela
ware should have been circular in
form is often a source of wonderment.
y f. - a .
T•■ * - - It came about in this way: After "Wil
liam Penn had obtained a grant of
-v
J' '
' ■ ;
WK-SW'.-.i
Pennsylvania he was desirous of own
:
V
ing the land on the west bank of the
Delaware to the sea.
He procured
from the duke of York, in 1682, a re
THE PINES ON LONG LAKE, BELGRAD'E, ME.
lease of all his titles and claims tc
Newcastle and 12 miles around it, and
that
part
of
the
Aroostook
to the land between this tract and the direct home via train.
several days.
sea.
A line that was the arc of a
Messrs. M. B. Young, C. H. Fris- and remained here
circle of a 12-mile radius was then run be© and families of Norwich, Conn., Good luck in fishing was theirs, for
with Newcastle as a center. When the Mrs. Nichols and Mrs. Rogers
of on the fly not far from' their camp,
three “ lower counties” on the Dela
! Providence, R. I., after two weeks of they caught a handsome string of
ware became a state they retained this
j log .cabin life returned home Satur- ten trout and salmon, weighing from
boundary.
iday, planning for a longer stay next a pound to a pound and a half each. “ Rosecliff ” Cottage Taken By Lynn
Sundry morning they started for a
Iyear.
Gentleman for six Weeks
motor trip via Dixville Notch through
Mountainous Greece.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
Stern of
Greece is extremely mountainotM, .
,
the White Mountains.
\
the only plain region worthy ot the j Brooklyn, N. Y., have been here for
(Special Correspondence.)
There have been many fish caught
name being found in Thessaly. In two weeks and declare this is the the last week but those that weigh a
Mingo
Springs, Rangeley Maine,
this province is a large quantity of prettiest spot they have ever visit
pound and even two pounds, which June 28.—When the guests arrived
undeveloped water power, furnished ed and after this intend to be ain any other place would be thought last evening they forgot to register,
by torrents which sweep through t h e iiaorig the annual comers,
plains in the rainy season, doing great
^
an[1 Mrs j Geodfrierd
and “ big fisiy’ are not spoken of, al for on the desk were three handdamage, their course for the remaind- daughter AIi&s Ruth of
York, though they find their way to the |some salmon that one of the guests,
had
er of the year being marked by dry who have been here A t many sum fry pan and are deliciously cooked, j j. w . D. Carter of Portland
ravines.
These
that
reached
the
three-pound
I
caught
only
a
few
rods
from
camp,
mers are now at home in Camp Val
halla until autumn.
Oscar Parker notch and over that were recorded The trio of fish weighed 3 pounds,
each,
Avoid Co1d6.
will be their guide this year and no are C. H. Frisbee of Norwich, Conn., 51^ pounds and 6% pounds
If you want to avoid colds In your doubt many a big palinen the party ! a salmon 4% pounds and Mrs. Fris-1 Mr. ’ Carter, who came the first of
bee one 3% pounds.
W. B. Gage j jr n e is one of the best fishermen
house, watch tor the first sneezes and will record.
try to keep the germs from spread
of
Brooklyn,
N.
Y.,
Ernest
DeMerritt who drop the hook in the Rangeley
Another bridal party are spending
ing. Make the victim cough or sneeze
guide, a 4-pcurd salmon and Mrs. waters and it may be skill and it
their
honeymoon
(fays
in
one
of
the
in his handkerchief, and after the
Gage with Harry Nelson guide, a may be luck but he always lands
Mr. and
handkerchiefs are soiled put them in k>£ cabins, “ Cupsuptic,”
314 pound salmon.
Tlie ladies are them.
Mrs. Carter joined her husMrs.
Jay
Lavenson
of
Philadelphia.
a special dish, cover them with water
taking the record fish as well
aS |band last week and. they will occupy
and boil them*for fifteen minutes.
They pass the days ‘‘without a j
honors this week.
Mrs. F. H. Rose |one of the log camps in the woods
guide,” tramping through the woods,
o
f Cleveland, Chio, with C- as. Pinn ! UTltil next week
horseback riding and in a canoe
M APS OF M A IN E
guide, had great sport with a 4*4
Charles F. Cotter, one of the best
they pa-ddle for hours.
Dr. John J. Dowling, superintended pound salmon* Theodore Michel of known shoe manufacturers of Lynn,
RESORTS A N D ROADS
Mass., and Mrs. Cotter are making
of the Boston city hospital and son,
Maine Wouda has frequent inquiries
a short stay at the Springs
this
for maps o f the fishing regions o f the Mark and their friends, Mr. and Mrs.
week, and are so much pleased with
state, etc.. We can furnish the follow  J. P. Maning and daughter, Miss Mil
Of ar. Occasional Trip to
the place they have engaged
the
ing maps:
dred of the same city spent last week
60
Franklin County
large
white
cottage
and
with
their
here
having
a
most
delightful
out
.50
Somerset County
family come the last of July for a
.50 ing.
Oxford County
.50
the ; Will Be Greatly Enhanced If the Jstay of six weeks.
Theodore Michel is one of
Piscataquis County
.50 New Yorkers who is fer the first j
Mrs. W. H. Nearing of New York
Aroostook Gaunty
.50
Washington Gounly
is here for her fourth summer and
time spending tlie season here at j
1
.0b
Outing map o f Maine, 20x35 m
two
.Hfi The Barker, and will be joined to- Is the Hotel Decided Upon as a this week will be joined by
Geological map o f Maine
lady friends and the party will oc
morrow by a party of fellow fisher- j
Home
During
Your
Stay,
R. R. map of Maine
.36
Atxdreeaagjgi* County
men from tne same city.
j Positively the Only First-Class Modern cupy one of the bungalows until Sep
-35
CumberiwMl County
Many old friends are glad to wel- iences Including Hot and Cold Running tember.
.50
Hancock Cwunt.v
.35 come back Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Water and Local and Long Distance
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Lang and Mrs.
Kennebec County
•
Annie F. Fish of Skowhegan mot
•25 Pollock of New York whose friend, Telephone in All Rooms.
.35
agedahoc Counties
L. L. Dobiin comes for his first Just a step from Wointment Square ored across the country and spent
Penobscot County jj
the week here.
Bob Martin is their
guide
.36
visit.
Restaurant C onnected. Rates Reasonable.
Waldo County
. 3 8 |and they declare the shore dinners |Take^the^’ T t n e y ;’ or Munjoy Hill car f o m
A New York bridal couple,
Mr.
York County
and Mrs. Theo. S. Price after a stay
he can cook are equal to any they | European Plan Only, Rates SI.00 and up.
of two weeks returned home Sunday.
best r o o m s i n THE CITY
J . W B R A C K E T T OO., ever had in New York.
Camp Ray is open for the season.
D. A. Bingham, one of the party h. e. THURSTON.
R. F. HIMMELEIN.
Daniel
F. Hayes of New York is now
from
Bethel
has
returned
home,
and
;
P
rop
rietors.
Phillips?
Maine.

PORTLAND MAN
GETS TRIO OF FISH

THE PLEASURE
PORTLAND

NEW CHASE HOUSE

to Maine

Woods.)

Pleasant View House,
Raymond
Me., June 24.—Fly fishing for small
mouth bass has opened well on Se
bago waters.
'Large catches have
been made on Panther, Little Sebago
and Thomas Ponds; and, while the
cold weather has prevented the fish
from coming in-shore in large num
bers on the big lake, yet those that
have been taken run very
large,
and a few warm days will bring the
fishing well up toward its height.
Mrs. William C. Tegethoff of Her
kimer, New York, who makes a spec
ialty of large fish on the fly, has
succeeded in keeping her average above two pounds, with several three
pounders to her credit. Mrs. Teget
hoff ties her "own flies and is making
a study of the color sense in fish.
The Mallory brothers from"’ New
York with Fred Boynton as their
guide are touring the lakes in this
vicinity.
They fish only with the
fly, and are having good success un
der the circumstances.
Mr. Wilmont H. Smith, a New
York sportsman, with Lem Pike as
guide, has taken some large strings
from Panther on a fly.
Mr. Smith
fishes the entire season, and is
familiar with the best fishing in
Maine and Canada.
It is a direct
compliment for him to select Se
bago waters for the opening bout
with the gamy small mouth bass.
Mr. Henry W. Lanier, now of El
iot, Maine, and well known in the
publishing world, with his twin sons
and two nephwes, John and Sidney
3d, have been on Jordan Bay for a
week or more. The boys went home
only upon the promise of a return
visit.
Mr, Lanier intends to return
at an early date for his fly fishings
Sebago.
Arrange Pleasant Memories.

It is a witty and a keen saying Gtefc-'
"pleasant memories must be arranged
for in advance.” The way to have tS*
happy road to look back over is to
make it happy as one travels along,
by doing kindly and loving things,
and by recognizing all the possible op
portunities for cheer and courage.
---------------------------.«!
Agreed W ith Him.

“Your husband is looking so mudt
better nowadays, Mrs. Nurich.” “ Yes,
It’s the new treatment. He’s been try
ing some immunity baths.”—Buffalo
Express.
S UB SCRIBE
N O W FOR
WOODS.
$1.00 A Y E A R .

M A IN E

FISH -RO D S

William F. Nye is the great
est authority on refined oils in the
world. H e was the first bottler; has
the largest business and NYOIL
is the best oil he has ever made.

NYOIL
H AS NO EQUAL.
Beware of scented mixtures called
oil.
Use NYOIL on everything
where a light oil is needed. It pre
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
tion.
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
your firearms and your rod. You will
find it by far the best. Hardware and
spotting goods dealers sell it in large
bottles (cheaper tx> buy) at 25 c. and
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by

W M . F. NYE,
Nfcw Bedford, Mars.

M A IN E
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MUCH INTEREST
IN BALL TEAM
Week-End Pullman Bids Fair to be
Very Popular This Summer.
(Special

Correspondence.)

Mooselcokmeguntic House, Haines
Landing, June 27.—Everyone forgot
about fishing and talked base ball
for the last few days, and owing to
the efforts of Frank Fuller, the ener
getic manager of the Mooselookmeguntic team, a game, was arranged
with the Strong boys on Saturday,
June 26, on their own grounds.
At
high noon several automobiles left
the ‘‘Landing,” loaded with players
and “ rooters.”
After a delightful
ride through the mountains via Mad
rid and Phillips, Strong was reached
and the game started.
The Mooselookmeguntic boys were leaders from
the start, .and held the game down
until the last half of the ninth Inning
when the Strong boys made two runs
The rooting was vigorous for both
teams and had the game been a clos
er one, it would have been a “ hot’’
one.
The game closed with a score
10 to 2 in favor of the Mooselookmeguntie team, and the following is the
batting list:
O’Erich, 3 b.; Leves
que, p.; Bearce, 2 b.; Cameron, 1
b.; Fuller, c.; .P. Thomas, c. f.; D.
|N31e, 1. f.; M. Thoimas, r. f.;
G.
Pillsbury, s. s.
As the Mooselookmeguntic team have won four games
out of five this season, we have just
cause to be proud of the record. In
the near future Strong will come to
Rangeley and we hope to see ‘‘Gur
Boys” trim them, again.
Mrs. J. B. Burns, who, with Mr.
and Mrs. T. L. Page is now living
in Jamaica Plains, Mass., is passing
a few days here.
Dr. F. A. Hayden was here for
over Sunday, long enough to greet
old friends and promise to return in
July for a longer stay.
Dr. C. M. Bisbee and Geo. G.
Brown of Rumford, with Dick O’Brio
had some gocd fishing the first of
the week.
Mr. and Mrs. S. F. Peaslee and son
Waldo D., came across the lakes
from Upton and made a short stay
at this hotel.
While with C. C.
Murphy of Rangeley, Mr.
Peaslee
was locking after the Coe
estate,
which includes thousands of acres of
land in this part of the state.
Prof, and Mrs. J. Keiley of New
York were so much fascinated with
log cabin life, they have returned for
their third season, and with Frank
Pall guide, the next day after their
arrival, came in with a 5-pound sal
mon and expect to land others over
3 pounds before they go home.
Mr. and Mrs. S. D. Bartlett of Bos
ton and Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Dudley
of Concord, N. H., while on an auto
mobile trip to the Rangeleys greatly
enjoyed several days in camp here
and with Geo. York guide, Mr. Dud
ley landed a 4 ^ pound salmon.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest H. Grant of
Wellesley Farms, Mass., who are at
Packard’s Camp with Fred Fowler
guide, have had a jolly good time on
a camping trip up Cupsuptic stream
the last few days.

Lieut, and Mrs. Charles B. Amory,
Jr., of U. S. A. are much pleased
with this, their first visit and in one
of the camps near the hotel
are
greatly enjoying log cabin life.
Miss Cecil.Brown’s sister, Mrs. W.
FT. Corliss and Miss Eva Corliss of
Lynn, Mass., are here for their an
nual visit.
Another party from Lynn, W. How
ard Hutchinson and son, Stanley
came last evening for a ten days’
trip.
It is not often such a severe hail
storm is known in this section
as was watched with interest for half
an hour this afternoon, when the
hailstones larger than beans fell un
til the ground und wharf were white
as in mid-winter, but later the sun
came out and there was a beautiful
sunset.
We are sorry to learn that Mrs. H.
L. Welch has been very ill the past
week and is being cared for by Miss
Maud Soule, a trained nurse from
Rangeley.
One of the evening pleasures at
this hotel is the musical. Miss Cor
liss plays the piano, Miss Brown the
violin and Prof, and Mrs. Keiley are
both fine singers.
The tennis court is now being roll
ed and made ready for those who
play the game.
The week-end Pullman, that leaves
Boston Friday evening and reaches
Oquossoc in time for breakfast Sat
urday morning at any of the hotels,
and returns Sunday night, taking one
back in time for business on Monday
morning, is to be a very popular
train this summer, as the first train
of last Sunday proved.

FISHING NEWS FROM
NORTHERN MAINE
Bangor, Me., June 25, 1915.
Camp Fairview, Shinn Pond, Pat
ten, Me., E. F. Fowler, Propr.—The
fishing has been extra good at the
above resort for trout and salmon.
The largest trout, a four pounder
was taken by Mr. Charles Henry of
Westboro, Mass.
Mr. John W. Fair
banks was among the early fisher
men and Charles E. Newton made
his seventeenth visit to camp, and
both had their usual good luck.
Guests in camp at the present time
are Mr. W. D. Allen, Frankfort, N.
Y.;. Mr. A. Tine, Utica, N. Y., with
Irving Myrick as guide; W. D. Jones,
Utica, N. Y., and F. J. Tine with Sol
Gonier, guide; P. W. Johnson, Lynn,
Mass.; FI. M. Beverly and
Henry
Turner, Ayer, Mass., Tat Peary guide,
are at the Jerry Pond Camps. Fly
fishing has been goad for the past
two weeks, a two-pound trcut and
one and one-half pound salmon giv
ing good sport to the proprietor. Mr.
Tine and party have brought in one
four-pound salmon, one three-pounder
and three smaller and two good
trout.
Hook Point Camps, w. W. Sewall,
Propr., Island Falls, Me.—The fishing
for trout and pickerel is very good
at these camps, several parties havipg got over 100 at a catch. The son
cf the proprietor, got one trout that
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Cakes Like This!
Light, ten d er, m outh-m elting cake, the
kind that you are p ro u d to serve, whether
it is just a cake you stirred u p for the
family or a splendid big rich one for
the birthday, party.
W onderful for pastry, too, and just as good
for biscuits, hot rolls and bread.
Goes farther— a help in household economy
— because it is milled by a special process
from Ohio Red Winter Wheat.
Your grocer will have it. Good grocers like

t° sell William Tell Flour
e.

h. m c k e n z ie
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was 18 inches long and weighed 3%
pounds, and another man came back
to camp with, 45 fine trout, and
everybody reports good luck. Pickerel
also seem plentiful and cfgood size;
one was taken near the camps that
weighed over 3 pounds.
There are Fresh Water Said to Be Only Known
also plenty of bass and perch to be
Remedy for Strange Malady
caught as soon as the law is off.

WATERFOWL
KILLE BYD ALKALI

Camp Phoenix, Sourndahunk Lake,
Chas. A. Daisey, Propr.—This famous
fishing resort has been up to its
usual high standard tills spring, many
fine catches of square tail trout be
ing taken daily.
Among the earlier
fishermen at Camp Phoenix
were,
F. E. Sturdy and 0. P. Richardson of
Attleboro, Mass., Guy C. Haynes, Norcross, guide; Geo. L. Hurd, Prov
idence, R. I., Sonny Francis, guide;
Rudolph Leibrock and Dr. A. B. Sher
burne, Portsmouth, N. IJ., Chas. A.
Daisey, guide.
All of these fisher
men report excellent fishing.
Hunt’s Kidney Pond Camps, I. O.
Hunt, Propr.—Fishing is reported ex
cellent at these camps.
Among the
early fishermen are Frederick B.
Hyde and Mrs. Hyde of Washington,
D. C.; the Kni<?kerbo( ker party of
Greenfield, Mass., and F. P. Sher
wood of New York City.
Camp Uno, Chas, H.
Collins,
Propr., Rainbow Lake, Norcross, Me.
Fishing in Rainbow Lake is up to
its usual high standard this season,
and many nice large trout are being
taken on the fly.
Camp Ketchum, H. V.
Iredell,
Propr., Norcross, Me.— Many
large
catches of large and small square
tail trout and togue are
reported
from this camp, (one of the prettiest
spots in the Maine woods). Tihe earl
iest fishermen were Y. Vandenbury,
New York City, A. T.
Cummings,
Boston, who speak in the highest
praise for the genial proprietor.
All other camps and well known
haunts, reached from Norcross, are
doing equally as well this year. Many
good catches of togue, square tail
trout and some salmon are
being
taken in abundance on Third Debsconeag Lake this year.
A
good
set of camps run by Sam’l. N. Smith
and Fred D. Spencer both of Nor
cross, are located on this pretty shoe
of water, which, by the way,' is an
ideal home for the whole trout fam
ily, being very deep and clear.
Packard’s Camps, Sebec Lake, Me.
—Conditions on Sebec Lake for the
past week have been perfect in every
way for the fishermen.
The bass
have been rising to the fly in good
shape and the trolling for
salmon
has been good enough to
satisfy
anyone but a fish hog.
E. E. Ride
out of Boston, is having good luck
on the small brooks catching trout,
while Mrs. Rideout employs her time
casting her flies among the boulders
along the rocky points and deep
coves of Sebec Lake, and many an
old inhabitant of those secluded plac
es has darted from his hiding place
a' the feathered lure and been made
*0 put up the fight of his life before
coming to the net.
Mrs. Rideout is
a true fisherwoman and kills only
what bass sue wants served at her
own table in camp.
Mr. E. W. Co
burn of Roxbury, Mass., has made
the record catch of landlocked sal
mon at Sebec Lake.
In 25 days’
fishing, he has caught 261 salmon,
the smallest weighing one and threefourths pounds and the largest weigh
ing five and one-half pounds,
and
there were many fish in this lot that
weighed three and one-half pounds
each.
All these fish were caught on
a single hook with live bait, and only
a small percentage were killed. Mr.
Samuel B. Fowler of Boston is en
joying the pleasant days on the lake
and in the woods, but refuses to
catch any fish that he does not want,
to eat.
N. B. Spensley of the U. S.
S. Vestal, is having good luck troll
ing, and brings in a good catch every
day.
A. IN. Stowe of Dorchester,
Mass., was at the camp for a few
days and had good fishing, but made
no record catches. Charles E. Cawl
and Louis V. Elbert of New York
City, came through to camp in their
car.
Their best one day’s catch was
nine salmon, the largest
weighing
four pounds.
Edwin Pratt and Mr.
Childs of New York have just arrived
at the camps.
Mr. and Mrs. W. D.
Greene o f New York City are mak
ing good catches each day. A num
ber of well known fishermen
and
their wives are due to arrive this
week an4 stay for the good fishing
that is always to be had at Sebec
Lake the first of July.

Washington, D. C., June 1915.—The
strange malady which has been kill
ing: wild ducks by thousands in the
marshes around the Great Salt Lake
each year, seems to be caused by an
alkaline poison, according to a pre
liminary report of the U. S. Depart
ment of Agriculture's investigators.
Fresh water is believed to be, the
only remedy yet discovered.
As the flats around Great
Salt
Lake dry after high water,
salts
and alkalis crystallize on the surface
of the ground.
When light rains
form pools on the flats, or when a
steady wind blows the water across
the dry barrens, the soluble salts are
taken up by the water.
Duck and
other waterfowl are eager to feed
on the newly flooded lands and im
bibing these salts and alkalis
are
poisoned and die.
The quantity of water which has
reached the lake through the Bear,
Weber, and Jordan rivers lias been
greatly reduced within the past 15
years, and in consequence stagnant
pools have formed over large sec
tions of this region.
In these pools
the alkalis and salts leached from
the soil by irrigation are frequently
deposited.
In dry seasons the con
ditions become much worse and the
number of poisoned birds is enor
mous.
The remedy for the situation which
is killing vast numbers of waterfowl
and affecting not only the region around the Great Salt Lake, hut the
abundance of bird's elsewhere, is to
prevent the formation of stagnant
water.
At the mouth of the Jordan
River there are only two points—the
Mallard Holes and the Duck Puddles
—wher^ under normal conditions
stagnation should occur.
At
the
mouth of the Weber River, however,
the situation is more difficult. The
birds elect to use the shallow flats along the north channel and it is prob
able that less than 10 per cent cf
those that gather there at the end
of the summer are alive at the be
ginning of the shooting season, Oct
ober 1.
If the north channel were
ditched and the water thus prevented
from spreading on the shallows, the
ducks would be driven to use the bet
ter drained south channel and condi
tions would undoubtedly
improve.
When the irrigation dams are opened
in September and there is an abun
dance of water, the north channel
flats could be flooded again in order
to attract the birds for the fall shoot
ing.
A still more serious problem are

the extensive iflats at the mouth of
the Bear River.
The area is too
large to make drainage practicable,
and the cnly solution appears to he
to increase the water supply during
July, August, and September. It has
been suggested that if more water •
were allowed to pass the irrigation
dams across Bear River, reservoirs
might be established and a supply
of fresh water obtained for the sum
mer months.
In the absence of such means of
relief it as recommended that men
be stationed on the marshes to gath
er up the sick birds and pen them
on fresh water.
So many birds
might be saved In this way that it
seems the results would justify the
comparatively slight expense. Some
586 ducks were brought into the
Duckville Gun Club in a little more
than a month, and of these, 73 per
cent recovered.
By separating the
weak birds from the others it is prob
able that the percentage of recover
ies could be greatly increased.
It
is also possible That the birds which
have recovered may become more or
less immun,e to the poison. In order
to obtain information on this point,
aluminum bands were placed upon
the 270 o f the birds which were re
leased last year, each band bearing
the inscription “Notify the U. S. De
partment of Agriculture.”
Anyone
finding one of these banded birds is
requested to report it to the Depart
ment.
The investigations are being
continued this season both with a
view of confining the findings of last
year and 'o f suggesting preventive
measures.
H IG H SCORES M A R K T W O S T A T E
SHO O TS.

C.
H. Reilley, Jr., of Salt Lake, on
May 28th, and A. J. French of Wat
ertown, on June 3d, won the State
Championships of Utah and South
Dakota, respectively.. Reilley, shootin® Nitro Club shells, broke all hut
one of his quota of 100 targets, while
French, using the same brand
of
shells, scored 98x100 in the cham
pionship event.
By very consistent
scoring, Reilley also led the field of
amateurs on all targets for the en
tire shoot, with 383 breaks out of. a
possible 400 to his credit.

DON'T BLAME
THE K E E L .
if it fails you at a critical moment,
D on’t give it a chance to fail you—
use “ 3-in-One” and it never w ill!
This oil keeps the reel’s sen
sitive m echanism in perfect
order. “ 3-in-One” is the
Conone sure and safe reel
tains no
, lubricant. W o n ’t
It abso_
J g u m j w o n t ^ ^ - ^ ^ ^ l u t c l y pre ven ts
dry out.
- ' r ' rust. Apply it to red
joints, they w ill ccrr.e
apart easily, Use on rod,
—it’s good for v 'o o d —prorm otespliability. Rubonline^
prevents rotting. Trial bottle
sent FREE hv

124 New St., New York.

MAINE W O O D S
Conduct* a first class job printing department
which specializes on Camp and Hotel work

W h y n ot let u s h e lp
you

w ith y o u r

ad vertisin g;?
We design and print Books, Leaflets Folders,
etc., and would be pleased to furnish samples,
dummies and prices on request.

J. W. BRACKETT CO.,
PHILLIPS,

MAINE
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WOOD8,
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goes without saying that when an
LADIES CATCH FISH itexpert
[et Tips f H u p€iiip' Llelps THE PLACE FOR
like the marshal appears the
fish swim right along and hook
REJUVENATION
ON THE FLY themselves on his line.
by A lfre d EvLane

Accomplished

Young Ladies

Warden

J. Howard of Ridlonvill©

to Some of the Arrivals at the Lake reports to the department of inland

fisheries and game the fining of A.
B. Mclntire and Crestcn Knox of
Peru.
Each man paid $26.29 for
(Special Correspondence.)
catching 14 short trout in the trib
(Special to Maine Woods.)
Mountain View, Rangeley Lake, June
Jackman Sta., Maine, June 25.— utary to Worthley pond.
26.— ‘‘Just the place I have long been
The fish are rising to the fly in good
looking for. This must .be the region
Gov. Curtis and staff and officers
style, several goed strings being
to build up bodily and to refresh
from the local forts were the guests
brought in by Dr. Paxton.
mentally all who seek rejuvenation in
The Misses Hale brought in three of the management at the Portland
the life out of doors,” was the way
nice treut, weighing 2%, 3%, 3% exposition Thursday evening of last
a new comer expressed his first im
week.
The party made a complete
pounds, caught with fly.
pression of the Mountain
View
The guests registering at Lake tour of the show and the governor
House.
Frank Cavalli, a New York
*‘pie”
Parlin for week ending June 19th was presented with a huge
er, after an absence#, of four years
are:
Mr. and Mrs. G. K. Thornton, containing a contribution from every
declares that, “In all my travels in
Beverly, Mass.; Mrs. M. E. Short, exhibit.
this and far away lands I have found
F O L L O W IN G
THE
S H O O T I N G R. N. O., Fairmcunt, W. Va.
Misses Hale, W. W. Haskell, I. H.
S P O R T IN C H IC A G O .
Would like to have some informa no more home-like and attractive Day, Bradford, Mass.; Mr. and Mrs.
Another Bangor woman enters tli©
tion on the following cartridge used spot, and I am glad to be back again F_ G. Kinsman, Mr. and Mrs. C. T. list of successful woman fishermen
salmon,
A short time ago I spent
a few with Colts New Service and .44 Smiffc and enjoy the piscatorial life of Penny, Augusta, Me.; Dr. John R. and lands an 11% pound
days in Chicago in attendance upon & Wesson Special Revolvers, stf|ch as which the Europeans have no ccn-t Paxton, New York City; C. H. Wy Mrs. Carl Anderson performing that
the Rifle and Revolver Tournament the accurate range and penetration ception and in no spot on the man, Dexter, Me.; C. F.
Bulfinch, feat last Sunday, being the second
of the Sportsmen’s Club of America. of the' 44-40, .45 Colts and .44 S. other side did I find, except in Fin- Mrs. Mabel Dearbon, Arthur Connor, Bangor woman to land a fish this
She lost a fine one before
It was my first visit to that city & W. Special cartridges in the above land, where treut and salmon can be Lynn, Mass.; J. H. Haley, Hartland, year.
if ycu do not caught as well as in the Rangeleys.” Me.; W. E. Lunt, Lisbon, Me.; H. securing the big fish.
and I fell in love with, the place at named revolvers.
once.
have the information, possibly some Everyone is delighted to meet Mr. C. Bell, Brunswick.
Cavalli again and during the summer
Game Warden Willis of Bath was
Chicago has a very live aggregat of the readers may have information
called to Woolwich Tuesday morn
Also how does the be will be joined by Mrs. Cavalli,
ion o f shooting enthusiasts. who are on this subject.
wlio has been in Germany for the
ing by the news of the death of a
doing everything possible to boost .44 Special Smith & Wesson Revolv
last
four years with her daughters to
buck deer which occurred under un
the sport of shooting in all its bran er compare with the .45 Celts New
usual circumstances. The deer was
Service using same length of barrel? perfect their musical education, and
ches.
] crossing the road at William CarleAns. The .44 s. & W. Special: on account of the war were compelled
I have always noticed that when
ton’s place at 5 o ’clock
Tuesday
Muzzle velocity 737 ft. to leave last October. Miss Kathar
n. sporting goods dealer spends
a Ballistics:
ine is now an accomplished violinist,
(Special to Maine Woods.)
morning and collided with an iron
little time and trouble on his shoot seconds, muzzle energy, 296 ft. lbs.
The Capens, Moosehead Lake, Cap- gate and broke his neck.
Cn the
sec who has taken lessons of Theo.
ing customers, the interest in the 44-40 muzzle velocity 1028 ft.
Spiering, one of the greatest teachers ens, Me.—Some of the largest and arrival of Game Warden Willis, the
onds,
muzzle
energy,
469
ft.
lbs.
game ;s considerably stimulated. The
.45 Colt, imuzzle velocity 800 ft. known, who, on account of the war, best fish are being caught at Cap carcass was removed to Hunnewell’s
Chicago dealers have given
some
It will be a ens at present time.
stable at the ferry and disposed of
seconds,
muzzle energy, 354 ft. lbs. returned to America.
thought to the ‘ ‘service” part of their
great pleasure for her old friends aSaturday, June 12, five square tails to parties who are fond
of deer
business, which is undoubtedly quite The choice between tile various arms
gain to hear the young lady draw weighing 3 and 4 pounds each and meat.
It weighed nearly 100 pounds,
a help to the shooters
who have is of course a matter of personal pre
the bow.
Miss Louise Cavalli is a several other fish were taken
by
been and are working to advance ference.
p anist of great ability and the com children.
Sunday, June 13, Aaron
Warden Emery S. Bubier of Phil
the shooting game with such promis
ing of these charnrng and talented Capen caught two large salmon, one lips reports the finding of two men
ing results.
|A. F., Los Angeles, Cal.
young ladies promises much to those 8 pounds and 3 ounces, the other 4 j for fishing in the closed inlet
to
Chicago is to be congratulated on
1. What governs the number of who are guests of this hotel.
pounds, both taken from thq wharf, Saddleback lake, Franklin
county.
a very successful tournament.
grooves, the twist of rifling and the
Stealing the wild flowers that are also three square tails.
One was fined $22 and the other $20.
depth and width of rifling grooves?
On the evening of June 13th, Fred
found in great variety in this locat
Ans. The velocity of the bullet,
R. W. J., Brooklyn, N. Y.
ion is one of the pastimes
that Le Francis of Cambridgeport and B. t h e
‘ONE EYE-DO T H
EYES’
After a slicot at the traps, I want the weight cf the bullet; its section many now enjoy and the camps are S. Agnew of New' York caught two
SCRAP.
to clean my gun and put it away for al density and tbe material of which decorated from nature’s garden.
nice salmon, three square tails and
two weeks cr more.
How do I do it is made.
As to whether it is better to trapPaul Fera of New York was the four other fish.
it?
I have been using smokeless of
2. What is the relation of the
Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Belknap and shoot with both eyes open or to
first of the week joined, by his sister
the generic brand covered by
the twist to the velocity, energy, trajec
and family, Mr. and Mrs. R. Schem- Mr. and Mrs. C. O. Whitten of Bos- shut the eye not directly concerned
name “ Dupont.''’
tory, accuracy, range,
penetration
with the sighting, seems to be a
erhenn and sen Howard, who are as ten brought in 14.
“ A ” replies to use bet water— fol and recoil?
source of considerable worry to some
much delighted with this region as
low with 3 in 1 Oil.
Ans. Twist has nothing to do with Mr. Fera, who on account of bus
shooters, especially beginners.
“ B” replies to use a dry
brass the
velocity,
energy,
trajectory, iness, had to return home to-day, but
If a shooter is possessed cf a pair
cleaner and 3 fn 1 Oil.
range, penetration or recoil, providing hopes to return later in the season
cf normal eyes, undoubtedly the prop
“C” replies to use a dry brass it is anywhere near right. The twist
er way to sight a shotgun is to keep
Mrs. R. S. Barnhart of
Grand
cleaner and vaseline.
must be such that it will spin the Rapids, Mich., who came in May, her
both eyes wide open and focused on
“ D” replies to use ammonia and bullet fast enough to keep it point
-----------Ithe target in a natural and
easy
daughter, Miss Harriet and son, Stan
vaseline.
on but not so fast that it will wob ley accompanying her, were to-day
(Special to Maine Woods.)
manner.
The advantages of sighting
“ E” replies to use kerosene, fol ble.
Trout Brock Camps, Mackamp, Me. j ^ this way are a clear view of the
joined by her sen, Willard Barnhart
lowed by ammonia and 3 in 1 Oil.
—Fly
fishing at this resort has open- j entire field, including that part which
3. Why does the 25-35 cartridge 2nd., of Yale 1918, and ether members
“ F " replies to use turpentine and |require OIle lUrn in eight?
of the family are coming later. The e i up in good shape. A 6-lb. pound j would be otherwise cut off fey the
followed with vaseline.
i Ans. As in answer to question one party are looking foward to their was taken by Mr. Melanson on a fly. gUn barrels, and freedom ' from til©
(New if I were using t 1 e good re th*ere are a number of factors that first summer of camp life in the It tcok him'" one hour to land him j eye strain which results from any
liable old black powder I would not determine this.
as he was a fighter.
unusual use of the eyes.
A long small cali Rangeleys with great pleasure.
Mr.
Geo.
Harmount
cf
Spokane,
have to ask for I have barre’ s—both bre bullet with high velocity requires
I .should certainly advise all new
To-day, Mr. and Mrs. Bowley and
rifle and gun— in perfect condition. a much faster twist than a short friend, Miss Katherine Roeschen of Wash., took a number of big ones shooters to learn to shoot with both
One a birthday present in 1869. The stubby bullet at low velocity.
eyes cnen, unless some actual optf^.
Philadelphia tcok a trip by auto to last week.
six answers I have quoted are real,
cal defect makes it impossible^
There
were
some
300
trdut
and
sal
Strong
and.
return,
and
the
distance
4. W1 y is the 30-30 Winchester
and each one claimed that the sol one in 12 and the .30-30 Savage and recorded was 76 miles.
mon taken at this resort, mostly on hr bien, who have'been shdoitng for
vent used by the others pc sitively in Marlin one in ten?
F. M. Miller of Methuen, Mass., a fly last week, and indications are a great many years with one eye
jured the here af the gun.
My own
was
here Wednesday en route for that'this week will beat the record sighting, will find some difficulty in
Ans. Two different makers who
of last.
experience has led me to think, that
changing, as constant practice tvill
Kennebago.
make rifles to handle the same cart
dry cleaning or hot water did it sat
have crystallized into a
Second
Ed ware Denreibe of New York and
ridge do not necessarily use the same
isfactorily.
nature
the
habit
of
closing
one
eyC.J
son,
Edward,
Jr.,
with
Fred
Fowler
twist.
Slight changes in twist freAns. The best m et’ od o f cleaning quently have practically no effect guide, are having a fine time fly fishA point to be cons;dered, however,
a shotgun barrel is by using a g cd cne way cr the other on the sh o o t- jing at Quimby Pond and Kennebago
A
C D
that ycu have nothing to lose by
nitro solvent oil and a brass cleaner irg qualities of a cartridge.
A N u L f c K l t e s t , as it is easy enough to go back
ard following the trails through the
such as the Tomlinson ot a wire
Ito the old system again, if neces
5. Wi y i.s the 32-40 one In 16 for ‘ orestbristle cleaner.
If the Jfcarrel
is
sary.—A P. Lane in Target Tips.
“ Ruth’s flower garden” is already
all arms and why such a difference
(Special to Maine Woods.)
scrubbed out with a brass
cleaner
furnishing
beautiful
flowers,
with
from th.e 30-30?
Outlet House & Camps, A. J. Wil
soaked with a nitro sc lvent o 1 fp 'a n
which tiie dining rcorn is decorated.
Ans.
See
answer
to
question
3.
SCIENCE OF FISHING
son,
Moosehead, Me.—Only a few'
oil is not satisfactory) then rub dry
The young folks are l aving some
fishermen here now, but plenty ■ of
with rags, and again thoroughly oil- \
good games of tennis and the days
HE most practi
fish, and nearly all good sized ones.
erl with a nitro solvent o :1, the bar- J. B. J., Brooklyn, N„ 1 •
cal book on fish
are far too short for the many pleas
Those brought in cn Monday, June
rel mav he loft two weeks ar very ■ Can you tell me if dampness in a ures that await them.
ing ever published.
1 T h e author says;
14th, were: Mr. John Wing, Bangor,
much longer wiDout cb en ce of rust, cloiet caused by plaster sweating in
J “ For those who have
five large trout and lakers; Miss G.
,lTse a nitre Sclvelnt oil.
Do
not j a new house will effect paper shells
I caught them, as well
one
L. Hammett, Troy, N. Y., five trout;
us© a plain
n lain oil
nil ccrr a
a n’
n'tro
as for those who
tro so ’ ve-nt and cartridges in bokes alter
Mr. J. S. Cross, Lawrence, Mass.,
never have.” This
month?
I opened the closet and
•which is not iTl-so a lubricant..
£|book describes the
tw'o salmon, one weighing five lbs.,
found mould oh, shoes, belts and hols
fish, tells their habits
and one 2 % lbs., and nine trout av
ters and seme rust on rifles. Living
and HOW. WHEN
eraging three pounds.
in the city I have no place to try
; wand W H E R E to
I catch them; also tells
Junior Wilson, eight years old, and
them out.
Would you advise getting
athe KIND of tackle
Hints on Child W elfare
sen of the proprietor, caught a very
a new supply before going into the
used for each fish.
Every proud mother likes to see her woods this fall?
handsome 4% pound speckled trout |Bobk contains 255 pages more than 100
children strong, well and happy.
the
off the shore in front of hotel, and j illustrations, 22 chapters as follows:
Ans. There is always a
chance
way to have pride in your children is
two frem the dam, weighing one and
Remarks on the “Gentle Art”: Rods;
that
the
dampness
will
have
a
bad
to train them to good habits o f body,
Reels; Hooks Lines and Leaders; Flies;two
pounds.
through
as well as o f mind. J each them clean effect on the paper shells
Artificial Baits; Landing Nets, Gaffs, Tackle
liness; tell them that fresh water, pure swelling the paper so that they will
Boxes, Etc.; Bait-Casting; Fly-Casting; Surfair and sunshine are as good for them not fit into the chamber.
Casting, Trolling, Still Fishing, Etc.; Use of
Metallic
as for birds, flowers and trees. Don t
Natural Baits; Handling the Hooked Fish;
Opposite State House, BoBton, Mass.
give children medicine unless they need ammunition is not effected by damp
Fishing for Black Bass; Fishing for Trout
Offers
room
with
hot
ard
It might be better to be on
it. When they do require something tor ness.
and Salmon; Pike, Pickerel, Muskellunge
cold w a ter for $1.00 per day
their bowels or stomach, you can sateiy the safe side and get new shotgun
and Pike-Perch; Sunfish, Carp, Catfish and
and
up,
which
includes
free
give them “ L. F.” A tw ood’s Medicine. shells.
Suckers; Fishing for Tarpon and Tuna;
Your metallic ammunition if
use o f public shower baths.
Many mothers have learned to have con
Fishing for Other Sea Fish; Making, Repair
ing and Caring for Tackle; General Informa
fidence in it, because when they were of a reliable make is O. K.
Nothing to Equal This in New England
United States Marshal John Wil tion; Commercial Fishing; Distribution of
children their mothers gave it to tnem.
son has been fishing in Moosehead Fish— Good Places.
A dependable household remedy, used
Rooms with private baths
for over sixty years in thousands ot
fo r $1.50 per day and up;
and, of course, the number of trout
Price, Postpaid, Cloth Bound, 60 Gents
suites of two rooms and bath
families.
in that body of water was material
Send all orders to
for $4.00 per day and up.
Buy a 35c bottle at your nearest
ly decreased.
He returned Monday
MAINE
WOODS.
store, or write today for a tree sampie.
A B SO L U T E L Y F IK E P R 00F night to his home in Auburn and all
PHILLIPS,
MAINE
• F R E E __“ Y e Okie Songs,” words and music
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
Lis friends had trout for breakfast or
NOW
FOR
M A IN E
of sixty popular songs sent free on rec^ , of S U S B C R I B E
Send for Booklet
3 outside yellow wrappers Rom the bottles,
This book and M A IN E
dinner the next day.
He reports
WOODS AND
READ A L L
STORER F. CRAFTS
G en.
Manager
together with your opinion of out Medicine.
W O O D S one year, $1.25,
(that the fish are biting well, though
T H E O U T IN G VIEWS.

Spend Vacation Here

Parlin House

A New Questions and Answers Department
of Interest to Shooters

LARGE FISH ARE
CAUGHT AT CAPENS

TAKES ONE HOUR
TO LAND SALMON
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T

FO R M O T H E R S

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.

ALL AROUND
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“ L. F.” MEDICINE CO.,

Portland, Me.
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Where To Go In Maine
Lake Parlin House and Camps
A re delightfully situated on shore of Lake
Parlin on direct line from Quebec to Rangeley
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for autom o
biles. being a distance of 122 miles each way.
Lake Parlin and the 12 out ponds in the
radius of four miles furnish the best of fly
fishing the whole season The house and
camps are new and have all modern conven
iences, such as baths, gas lights, open rock
fireplaces, etc. The cuisine is unexcelled.
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, m oun
tain climbing automobiling, etc.

MANY WEDDINGS
SOLEMNIZED
Young Man Drowned at Kennebago
—Mr. Hamm Sells His
Business.

A sad drowning accident took place
at Kennebago Lake Sunday.
Two
young men were out on the lake in
a cance with a sail attached.
A
sudden gust of wind capsized
the
craft, throwing both young men in
the water.
The accident happened
only a short distance from shore
and one young man made the dis
tance in safety, while the other, al
though an excellent swimmer
was
drowned..
It was thought he was
taken with cramps.
The ill-fated
young man’s name was
Theodore
Brewer from South Orange, iN. . J.
O. R. R ove and Coroner Fred P.
Adams of Farmington were called.
Rangeley weddings were very much
in evidence the past few days as
June drew to a close.
June 19, Mer
ton Hoar and Grace Fields of Rangeley were married.
June 23, Lyn
wood Carlton oT Rangeley and Nel
lie Simenson of 'Winchendon, Mass.
June 26, E. H. Lowell of Rangeley
and Miss Ina Stafford of Marysville,
N. B., were married.
The above
parties were joined in marriage by
Rev. H. A. Chiids.
Monday, June
27, at the Catholic chapel, yVliss
Minnie Haley apd Joseph Draps of
Dallas were married by Rev. Fr. T.
J. McLaughlin of Farmington. Con
gratulations are extended to
the
newlyweds.
S. A. Getchell has purchased the
Totman farm.
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gor, while enjoying a trip in their
touring car to different places in
Maine made a short stay this week.
Mr. and Mrs. S D. Foot of New
York, who came in their touring car
which they left here, have gone to
Kennebago Lake House to spend the
July days.
Mr. and Mrs. D. H. Inns of Pitts
field, Mass., registered here Saturday
on their way to York Camps, Loon
Lake.
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Butler of Far
mington, who came in their car,
stopped here while calling on old
friends in town.
Mr. and Mrs. M. H. French of
Bangor are spending the week at
The Tavern.
Chester W. Alden of Boston, on©
of the owners in the Lang township
came Saturday and is looking after
the interests of the lumber company,
who are this summer' cutting 15,000
cords of pulp wood, which
means
thousands of dollars will be left in
this part of the state.
E.
W. Bretton of Bridgeport, Conn.,
is here for several weeks’ stay.
Up at Lake View Faina the city
boarders are coming and by the end
of the week there will he quite a
party and others are coming
the
middle of the month.

(Special Correspondence.)
Rangeley, June 30.—Mrs.
Chas.
The many friends of Mr. and Mrs.
Write for booklet.
'H. P. McKENNEY, Proprietor.
Jackman, Maine
Geo. C. Keep of Portland wej‘e glad
to greet them once more during their
short stay in town.
They returned
THE CARRY POND CAMPS
to
their
home
by
auto
Tuesday.
Will be opened May 10, 1915. Best of
Trout Fishing. Good accommodations. Cushman and 'sons have gone to
RANGELEY, MAINE
Write for circular.
Grant’s Camps, where they will re
HENRY J. LANE,
main for the summer.
Carry Pond, Maine, Via Bingham, Me.
Miss Prudence Richardson leaves
'Thursday to attend the 15th reunion
of her class at Hebron.
OTTER POND CAMPS
AT
Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fish
Mrs. H. A. Childs and son, Har
J o h n ( S a r v i U e ’ s S a m p s ing and hunting. Send for circular.
wood returned the latter part of the
GEORGE H. McKENNEY, Prop.,
at Spring Lake
week from Tilton, N. H., Mrs. Childs
Caratunk, Me.
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
hhving attended her son’s graduation
are cooet charmingly situated on the shores o f
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
from Tilton Academy.
purest o f spring water and the table is first-class, KANGELE1 TAVERN 8 LAKE VIEW HOUSE
Ira D. Hoar and Earle W. Marshall
elevation 1,800 feet above eea level, grandest scen
On Rangeley Lake.
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
Maxwell
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake Thoroughly modern. On diroc’t automobile are each driving a neiv
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring route. Tavern all year. Lake View House car.
Streams and ponds are abundance of brook trout. July 1 to Oct.
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family
The Pythian Sisters held a special
summer resort. Telephone communications with
N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
meeting
• Tuesday afternoon, which
tillage and doctor. References furnished- Terms
Raugeley, Maine.
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
will be the last one until Septem
JOHN CARVILLE, Flagstaff. Me.
ber.
RANGELEY LAKES
Herman Hatch has purchased the
Camp Bemis, The Birches, The Barker. Write
for free circular.
blacksmith shop on Richardson St.,
Blakeslee Lake Camps
CAPT. F. C. BARKER, Bemis. Maine.
of Bridgham & Tracv and wjll con
JOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor
tinue to do horseshoeing and repair
A famous resort for anglers and hun
ing in an up-to-date and satisfactory
ters. Write for illustrated booklet and V IA RUMFORD FALLS
Col. L. L. CoopeY, who with Land
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly |
map. Address, Oct. 15 till May 1st, hsiiing
begins about Jiine 1. Send for circular. manner.
Agent Frank E. Mace had been on
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis, House always open. JOHN CHADWICK & C6.,
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Nicolar have
Upper Dam, Maine.
Maine.
a fishing trip in the northern part
arrived and opened their store for
Many Have * Registered Here of the State and included in their
the season.
Mrs. Nicolar, who has
BEAD RIVER REGION
trip Crocker pend, near Jackman, and
Through the Month of June
been
in
poor
health for the past
W E S T
E N D
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
Fish pond, near Holeb, returned Mon
winter
is
slightly
improved.
particular. Maine’s ideal family vaca
day to Augusta.
The colonel re
H O T E L
Miss Marjorie Oakes, Chas. Gibbs
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting
(Special Correspondence.)
ports that they had a great time
H. M. CASTNER, Prop’r. I section Cuisine unsurpassed. E. F. and Miss Hildred Robertson are at The Tavern, Rangeley, Me., June and that he found seme of the best
home for the summer vacation from
Look. Prop’ r, Eustis, Maine.
30.— To-day ends June and by count fishing which it had ever been his
Portland,
Maine
Bates College.
Miss
Marguerite
we find 268 persons have penned luck to enjoy.—Kennebec Journal.
Benjamin is also a guest of Miss
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
their names on the register of this
Maine vacationists, tourists and sports IN THE RANGELEY REGION !Robertson.
hotel during the month, which tells
Dr.
Eleanor
McArthur,
osteopath,
men. All farm, dairy products, pork Saddleback Lake Camps, only one and onehalf miles from the railroad and three-fourths who for the past few years has had the story of the best June business
and poultry from our own farm, enabl mile
from good auto road. Trout fishing, both
ever done. at this hotel since it was
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables, lake and stream, Rates $12.50 to $16.00 per week; rooms at the home of Mr. Etta Dill
opened six years ago and the pros
$2.50 per day. Booklet and references. For
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
during the summer months will be
particulars address
pect is good for a continued busin
American plan. Send for circular.
at Vinal Haven during the coming
HEMON S. BLACKW ELL,
ess during the summer. True many
Dallas. Maine.
season.
Her brother, Dr. McK. Ar
Mr. and Mrs. Holman Day of the
of those Who come tarry only for
thur and wife will have rooms at
RfiLGRA.DE LAKES. MAINE.
Windsor, State street, Portland, left
dinner
or
to
spend
the
night,
as
they
The Belgrade. Beat Sportsmen’s .Hotel in New
Mrs. Dill’s for the summer months.
CAMP PHOENIX
motor through this “ beautiful land of ty motor Friday for Rowe pond in
England. Best black bass fishing in the world,
Miss Laverna Murphy and
JVTiss
In the very heart o f Maine’s Best Fish and
best trout fishing in Maine.
Somerset county, where they are to
Maine.”
Game Region. If you like to fish, the name
CHAS. N. HILL & SON. Managers.
have been
SOURDNAHUNK stands for ail that is best in Kathleen Hinkley, who
Senator and Mrs. Bartlett of Wat- remain for a several days’ outing.
fishing, and Camp Phoenix is located in the very visiting at Rolla Toothaker’s
have
Mr. Day is soon to publish a new
center o f the famous SOURDNAHUNK region.
erville motored from home and spent
Lively fighting trout at camp door. Write for returned home.
THE ATTEAN LAKE GAMPS
book,
“ The Landloper,” which wiN
particulars. CHAS. A. DAISEY, Propr., NorMrs. J. Sherman Hoar is assisting Sunday here.
Unsurpassed fishing, hunting, canoeing, baili cross, Me.
he eagerly looked for.
Mr. Day’s
ng and mountain climbing. Separate cam asfp*1
D. A. Robinson of New York City
at the postoffice.
all parties, with special accommodations fortafemlast book, “ Red Lane” appeared alies. Sizteen trout ponds o f fly and bait fishing,
Mrs. Vance Whitney of Phillips is who owns a cottage on Gull Pond,
JONES’ G A M P S
bout three years ago.
and a never end o f rivers and streams.
made a short stay here while the
M o sq u ito , M aine a guest of her aunt, Mrs. Ed Lamb.
Automobile tourists wishing to visit A T T E A N M ox ie P on d,
CAMPS, may come to Holden’s Garage, one
D. W. Toathaker of Phillips is camp was being put in order for the
The finest trout and salmon fishing here for
mile from camp, where m otor boat wifi meet
Sympathy.
parties. Map and booklet\ of my territory on many years. Circulars furnished on application. visiting I. B. Toothaker, S. B. and other members of his family,
ljrho
That man has the widest Influence
request.
will spend weeks there.
H. B. McCard.
R U E L E. H OLDEN . Jackman. Maine
who has the deepest sympathy, for
W. E. Gates of Tory Hill is a guest
OUANANICHE LODGE and
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Pruety
of men open their hearts to sympathy
of Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Arnburg.
NORWAY PINES CAMPS
Boston and Miss Florence Norton of as flowers open to the sun. Said
War or no war
Pierce Pond Gamps
now open for season. Fishing, vacationing and
Annie Wolf is at Farmington for a Farmington, who motored from home Emerson; “ ’Tis good to give a
will be open on time for large trout and salmon Hunting, peerless location, \yrite
few days, visiting relatives.
fishing. Best o f re£erence4 furnished. Send
spent part of the ^eek at this hotel stranger a meal, or a night’s lodging.
CHARLES CAMPBELL. Mang’r.
for circular. C. A. Spaulding. Caratunk. Me.
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Furbish and and enjoyed trips to the different ’Tis better to be hospitable to his good
Grand Lake Stream, Maine. Washington Co.
meaning and thought, and give cour*
maid have returned from Kennebago, places in the region.
age to a companion ”
BILLY SOULE'S NEW GAMPS where they have been spending the One of the boarders since the
Go to
past few days.
ON MILLMAGASSBTT LAKE
BLAINE VILES’
house opened, E. H. Lowell,
last
Natural Result or Cross.
Owing to ill health, F. H. Hamm Saturday entered the ‘‘bonds of mat
Trout
Fishing
That
Is
Fishing.
Post
office
LEDGE HOUSE AND CABINS address Ox Bow, Me.
One day Luther Burbank was walk
proprietor of the Rangeley Studio rimony” and hereafter in their cosy ing in nis garden, when ne was accost
Dead River,
Maine
Fishing, Hunting, Excellent Accom Finest of Salmon, Trout and Togue Fishing in ' has sold his business to J . Sherman home on Pleasant St., Mr. and Mrs. ed by an officious acquaintance, wno
Hoar, who will continue the business. Lowell will receive their friends and said: “Well, what are you working on
modations, Reasonable Prices.
Maine at
Special Sunday Dinners.
Mr. Hamm will go away for treat a host of them offer congratulations now?" “Trying to cross an eggplant
TUNK POND,
...........--- ..........
...............- ........................... am
one mile from railroad. An ideal family summer ment.
for a long life of health, happiness and milkweed," said Mr. Burbank.
“And what under heaven do you ex
Miss Ida Pepper and Madelaine are and prosperity.
resort. Telephone, daily mail. For full particu
R ound M ountain Lake Camps. W rite forfree
pect vo get from that?” Mr. Burbank
booklet. DION O. B L AC K W E L L. Proprietor. lars address,
at Kennebago, where they are doing
Mr. and Mrs. O. S. Townsend and calmly resumed his walk. “Custard
Round Mountain, Maine
MRS. SIMON BUNKER.
table work.
East Sullivan, Me.
Tunk R. F. D.
daughter and Miss Masher of Ban- pie,” he said.
O.
R. Rowe was at Kennebago a
To Let for the Season
few days recently on business.
COTTAGE ON RANGELEY LAKE
Willard Hewey is assisting ' Miss
Josephine Rowe at the stone station.
Also motor boat. In the heart of
.Owing to increased business the sta
good fishing and hunting. Write I. W.
tion will be open until eleven each
MITCHELL, Rangeley, Me.
evening.
(Special to Maine Woods.)
Miss Claire Pearce has gone to her
P A CKA RD S G A M P S
Farmington, Me., July 1.—One was home in Houlton.
She accompan
R an geley L a k es
killed and four more or less injured ied her sister, Mrs. Gorham and par
when an automobile driven by Clifford ty home, making the trip by auto.
R an geley,
M aine
Miss Geneva McCard of Corinth,
Open from May 15th to Dec. 1st. Bangs of Farmington went over an em
relatives in
Trout and salmon fishing. Deer, part bankment and turned turtle. Harold who has been visiting
Titcomb, a well-known Farmington town went to Weld the first of the
ridge and duck hunting.
young man, lost his life.
week.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Pillsbury
I
The party consisting of Clifford accompanied her, making the trip in
Mingo Springs Hotel and Camps Bangs, driver, Harold Titcomb, Ray
Look around and see if you haven’t some Fire Arms,
Dean Nile’s car.
The ideal place to spend your vaca Currier, Harold Trask and Frank Jor
Geo. Bridgham has purchased the
tion. Good fishing, hunting and motor dan, were coming from West FarmingBoats, A Dog, An Automobile, A Camera, Tent, Ham
ing. Table not surpassed in this sec+ ton to Farmington. The auto driven house on Allen St., now occupied by
tion. Write for booklet.
Andy Stevens and will move
his
mock or something else you don’t want.
C. A. COLE, Prop., Rangeley, Maine at a reckless rate, skidded and hit a family in shortly.
telephone pole. The driver lost control
F. E. Russell of Bridgton was a
of the machine and it went over the
VAUGHAN C A M P S
guest
of his brothers recently.
The Spectacle Lake Camps, which are known embankment and turned turtle, taking
as the Kibby Camps, have been purchased by
Miss Alice Sweetser was able to
all
of
the
occupants
with
it.
None
of
me and are open for Fishing and H unting for
We have sold things for others, and we can do th e
walk up town Tuesday for the first
the season of 1915. An ideal family sumijher the injured are in danger.
resort. Telephone connections. A most beautr
time
since
her
recent
illness.
ful climate during the summer m onths; oool,
Rates one cent a word in advance.
even and invigorating. Finest Deer Hunting
E. I. Herrick and son,
Howard same for you.
in the State of Maine. Good Stream and Lake
How Could He?
left
Tuesday
for
Boston
on
a
busin
Fishing. Prices reasonable. F or full partic
A physician says freedom from
Address, Classified Department,
ulars, address
ess trip.
worry is essential to the treatment of
FRANK R. VAUGHAN, Prop.,
Mrs. Warren Wilbur passed away
EUSTIS.
M AINE
M AINE WOODS,
locomotor ataxia.
But a man who
at her home June 27, following an
could
keep
free
from
worry
with
loco
MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE
Funeral services
were
motor ataxia could recover from an operation.
AND LOG CAMPS.
Heart o f the Rangeleys. Eftfit fishing region- amputated head without treatmentr— held Wednesday.
Further particul
Phillips, Maine
Special June and September rates. Booklet.
Louisville Courier-Journal.
MRS. F. B. BURNS.
ars will be given next waek.

YORK C A M P S ,

J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.
F I S H I N G

LOWELL IN BONDS
OF MATRIMONY

EVER FOUND

DAY AT ROWE
POND FOR OUTING

ONE KILLED IN
AUTO ACCIDENT

BIG RESULTS
FROM SM A LL ADS.

What have you for Sale or Exchange?

Someone else is sure to want it

